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Category: 1851 Exhibition of All Nations (1 to 2) 
 

The London Crystal Palace - the First World's Fair 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 1 - White Metal Medal. Obverse: Pictured in the center (as written around the top edge) "The 
Crystal Palace". Below "For the World's Show in London 1851". In small letters under the building 
"Heaton." & "Birm." Reverse: "Dimensions, Length 1848 Ft, Width 408 Ft, Height of Roof 66 Ft., 
Height of Transept 108 Ft., Glazed Surface 900,000 Sq. Ft. and Occupies 18 Acres". Size: 1 3/16" 
diameter. Condition: Very Fine with light scratches. Hole is probably not original. 
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 2 - 3 Volume Set "Tallis 's History and Description of the Crystal Palace", "and the Exhibition 
of the World's Industry in 1851; Illustrated by Beautiful Steel Engravings, from original Drawings 
and Daguerreotypes, by Beard, Mayall, Etc., Etc.", "London Printing and publishing Company". 
These volumes contain over 100 Illustrations of everything from the exterior of the building to 
statues and exhibits. 267 Volume 1 has 267 pages, volume 2 has 262 pages and volume 3 has 110 
pages of descriptions. All 3 volumes have been rebound. If you want to be an expert on the 1851 
fair, these volumes are a must. Size: 8 1/4" wide by 10 3/8" high. Condition: Overall Very Good. 
Several of the pages have brown spots. The biggest problem is that at least 3 of the engravings have 
been cut out of the books. 
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100 

$ 25 

 
Category: 1862 London (3 to 3) 

 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 3 - Bronze medal with gilt finish. Obverse: Bust of "H.M.G.M. Queen Victoria" in center. 
Reverse: In center is the fair building. Above "The Exhibition Building Opened May 1, 1862". 
Below: "Length 1200 F. Width 700 F. Height 100 F. Nave 85 F. Cost £ 500,000". Size: 7/8" 
diameter. Condition: Very Fine, the gild is worn. 
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40 

$ 15 

 
Category: 1873 Vienna International Exposition (4 to 4) 

 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 4 - Chocolate Medal. Obverse: Raised bust looking right in the center with "Franz Joseph I. 
Kaiser von Oesterreich, Koenig von Boehmen etc., Apost. Koenig von Ungarn." Around the edge. In 
small writing near the bottom is "J. Tautenhayn". Reverse: Pictures 5 allegorical figures, 4 are 
woman, one is Mercury (with the wings). Two of the woman are seated and two are standing. One is 
semi-nude. The figure in the center is placing a wreath on the head of the one to the left. At top is 
"Fur Kunst". At the Bottom is "Weltausstellung 1873 Wien". Size: 2 3/4" wide by greater than 3/16" 
thick. Condition: Excellent with a few very small dark spots. 
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75 

$ 25 



 
Category: 1876 Centennial Exposition (5 to 10) 

 
This World's Fair commemorating the 100th Anniversary of the birth of the United States was held in Philadelphia Pennsylvania. 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 5 - Frosted glass vase in the shape of a hand holding a bunch of wheat. This is supposed to be 
the hand of the Statue of Liberty, that was on exhibit at the fair, a decade before it was completed in 
New York Harbor. The base is marked in raised letters "Centennial 1876". It was made by Gillinder, 
but not marked. Size: 7" high by (at the top) 3 1/8" wide by 1 7/8" deep. Condition: Very Good, 
there are a few chips on the top and at the base (one on the base is large). 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 

 

Lot # 6 - Pill Box Pendant with raised images on both sides. One side pictures "Independence Hall" 
with "1776" above the building and the other side has "Memorial Hall" with "1876" below the 
building. The two sides are hinged together to allow it to open. At the top is a loop for hanging on a 
chain or fob. Size: 1 1/2" by 1 1/8". To end of loop is 2". Condition: Very Fine. Lots of great detail 
in the raised images, however there is much age toning. 
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40 

$ 15 

 

Lot # 7 - Clothing button made out of Turtle Shell with silver inlay picturing the Main Building with 
"Philadelphia" written below. Size: 1 3/16" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, a little wear on the 
inlay near the center. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 8 - Brass Shell clothing button or stud with a raised image of the Main Building in the center 
with "International Exhibition" written around the top and "Philadelphia 1876" under the building. 
Size: 1" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, a tiny dent in field. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 9 - Set of 3 small brass shell award medals. Each consists of overlapping reverse and obverse 
of the award metal. The reverse has "International Exhibition" and "1876" written on it. The obverse 
pictures the woman in the chair with a gear in front and a wreath in her hand. These were probably 
taken off of some advertising item a very long time ago. Size: 1 1/4" wide by 3/4" high. Condition: 2 
are Extremely Fine and 1 is Very Fine with a 1/4" brown spot. They each have holes where they 
were attached to something else. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 10 - "The Centennial Exposition, Described and Illustrated" Ingram, J. S. 1876 Publisher: 
Hubbard Bros. Philadelphia, PA 1876 Philadelphia Centennial Exhibition Book - Hardcover; 770 
pp.; illustrated Includes a history of the exposition and description of the buildings and exhibits. 
Illustrated with black and white engravings. Includes fold-out map of the grounds inside the back 
cover (before the advertisements at the back of the book). Size:5 3/4" wide by 8 1/2" high. 
Condition: Fine, wear to the covers and a couple of pages have light stains. The gold edging on the 
pages is nice. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 



 
Category: 1878 Paris Exposition Universelle (11 to 11) 

 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 11 - Book: "Paris Universal Exposition 1878", "Reports of the United States Commissioners", 
"Volume I." This volume contains 465 pages plus a foldout map of the grounds. The volume 
contains loads of information from the act of Congress authorizing the funds to participate to the 
"Awards to Exhibitors from the United States." Loaded with information for the historian in all of 
us. Size: 6 1/2" wide by 9 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine. Some damage to the top and bottom of 
the spine. The first page inside, with picture of the award medal is not connected. There is a little 
damage to a few page edges. Still very presentable. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 
Category: 1889 Paris Universal Exposition (12 to 12) 

 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 12 - Bronze Award Medal. Obverse: Pictures a woman placing a wreath on a man's head with 
"1889" between them and the fairground's buildings below. The man is sitting on an anvil. Around 
the top edge is "Exposition Universelle". At the bottom is "Louis Bottee" in small letters. Reverse: 
Pictures a semi-nude winged woman blowing a trumpet (Victory) with the bust of France to the 
right. "Republique Francaise" is written to the left side and in the rectangle below (the place for the 
winner's name) is "Assistance Paternelle des Enfants Employes dans les Fabriques de Flures et de 
Plumes". This side is also marked with the designer's name "Louis Bottee". Size: 2 7/16" diameter 
by 3/16" thick. Condition: Excellent. Overall age toning and one black mark on the reverse. 
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80 

$ 30 

 
Category: 1893 World's Columbian Exposition (13 to 64) 

 
Rossen & Kaduck Reference Book for bid in "Modern Reference" Section 

Celebrating the 400th Anniversary of the Discovery of America. Held in Chicago, Illinois 
For Medal references: 

Eglit refers to Eglit's Book on Columbian Exposition Medals as revised by Hoffman. 
HK refers to Hibler & Kappen as revised by Hoffman, Hayes, Brecher and Dean. 

McGlothlin refers to Chris McGlothlin's "World's Fair Spoons" Book  

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 13 - Long oval shaped Satsuma tray. The tray is cream in color with a full color image of the 
Japanese Pavilion in the center. On the left is the US Government Building. The edge of the tray is 
scalloped and is decorated with a gold design with dots of black and white." There are no markings 
on the bottom. Size: 10 9/16" wide by 3 5/8". Condition: Excellent. Any gold on the rim top has 
been worn off. 
Estimate: $ 200 - $ 300 

$ 100 

 

Lot # 14 - Round Woman's Vanity Powder Box. The Round lid is Satsuma with the picture of the 
Horticultural Building. The bottom is from the same period, but is not the original bottom, it is from 
another powder jar. On the bottom inside is written "242". Size: Top is 2 1/2" diameter. Overall it is 
3" diameter by 1 1/4" high. Condition: Excellent, Overall. The gold on the edge of the top is mostly 
worn off (from being lifted to get to the contents inside), otherwise the top is a beauty. 
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125 

$ 35 



 

Lot # 15 - "The Columbian Cross" Puzzle. The box proclaims that this is the "Best Puzzle Out" 
"Fascinating for Old and Young." "TRY IT." The contains 6 wooden blocks that you fit together to 
make the Columbian Cross. Also on the box is "Copyrighted by D. C. Pratt, 1893". This toy is 
uncommon. Size: 1 1/8" by 3/4" by 2 5/8". Condition: The Box is Very Good, one end flap and part 
of the end are missing and the other flap is not attached. All the printing on the box remains and is 
easy to see. The wooden blocks are undamaged. 
Estimate: $ 125 - $ 175 

$ 60 

 

Lot # 16 - Enameled Pocket Watch Dial (the watch face only) with Woman's Building in black with 
"Chicago 1893" printed below in red. Around the edge are the numbers 1 through 12. At the bottom 
is a circle where the second hand would sweep. Size: 1 9/16" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, 
there is a crack at the bottom and a couple of small edge chips. 
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 17 - Pocket Knife with Celluloid sides. One side has an embossed picture of the Government 
building with "1492" on the left and "1893" on the right. The reserve side pictures 2 ships of the 
Caravel, palm trees and a sun rise. The knife has two blades. The bottom of one blade is marked 
with the maker "H S B & Co Chicago". Size: 3 1/16" long by 5/8" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine. 
The images are strong, but there are several small cracks on the edges of the celluloid. The tip of the 
small blade has been sharpened down (probably broke 100+ year ago). 
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 18 - Handkerchief with embroidered "Ferris Wheel" also marked "World's Fair" & "1893". 
The name "Kate" is embroidered in the opposite corner. Size: 12" by 11 3/4". Condition: Very Fine 
with a few light stains. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 19 - Silk Ribbon in original cardboard frame with "Woven in Pure Silk at World's Columbian 
Exposition Chicago 1893 Mr. Cleveland." The Silk Ribbon is woven in black, gold, red and blue on 
a white background. The President's signature is woven at the bottom under the flags and the gold 
eagle. On the back is the paper that holds the silk in place. This piece is much less common than the 
other Patriotic scenes woven at the fair that are in the original cardboard frames. Size: Overall 5 3/8" 
wide by 7 1/4" high. Opening is 2 5/16" wide by 4 1/16" high. Condition: Silk is Extremely Fine 
with strong color, but some small light brown spots. The Card is Very Fine with a crack, that has 
been repaired, above and below the right side of the silk. There is one thumbtack hole near the top of 
the frame. 
Estimate: $ 200 - $ 300 

$ 100 

 

Lot # 20 - Mauchline "Needle Case" with a picture of the "Galleries of Fine Arts", with "1492 - 
1892." below. There are needles inside. Size: 2 1/16" tall by 1" diameter in the center. Condition: 
Extremely Fine, one little chip on a raised wood edge. 
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 21 - Cigar Box End Label for "Columbia Dome" cigars with a picture of the Horticultural 
building printed in multicolor lithography. Size: 4 1/2" wide by 4 9/16" high. Condition: Very Good, 
there is a piece of paper missing from the bottom with a little paper loss above it and some spotting, 
mostly on the back. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 22 - Necklace with Hand Painted Multicolor Spherical Ceramic Bead with picture of 
Machinery Hall with "Chicago 1893." on one side and a map of America other. The map side has 
"AME" written in North American and "Bika" in South. On the right is "Atl. Ocean" and the left has 
"Gr. Ocean". At the bottom is "1492". The chain runs through the hole in the center (north to south 
pole). Size: Bead is 3/4" diameter. The chain is 12" long. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 



 

Lot # 23 - Sewing Thimble size '4'. Around the bottom half is "World's Columbian Exposition 1892" 
in raised letters. There are no markings inside the thimble. Size: 11/16" high by 9/16" diameter at the 
base. Condition: Very Fine, there is wear to the lettering. 
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45 

$ 15 

 

Lot # 24 - Small Paper Needle Case with multicolor lithograph picture of "Columbus 1492" and 
"Columbia 1892" with a building in between and above "Columbian Exposition Easy Threading". 
Inside are many needles and gold labels telling how wonderful these needles are. Size: 1 11/16" 
wide by 15/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, a little paper loss upper right corner. Nice bright 
colors on label. Lots of needles inside. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 

 

Lot # 25 - Nickel Plated Button with Bust of "Columbus" in Center. Around bust "World's Fair 
Chicago 1893". Stamped on back of button "Germany". Size: 11/16" diameter by aprox. 1/4. 
Condition: Very Fine, a little wear to the image. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 26 - Paperweight. Multicolor reverse painted paperweight of the "Administration Building" at 
the "World's Columbian Exposition 1893". Size: 2 5/8 inches by 4 1/8 inches wide by 3/4 inch thick. 
Condition: Very Fine. The backing is completely intact, but there is a little paint chipping in the 
upper right hand corner and the lower left hand corner. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 27 - Paperweight with reverse painted picture of the "Government Building". Size: 4" wide by 
2 1/2" high. Condition: Fair, the edges are repainted and the felt on the bottom is new. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 28 - "Scene on Chicago Day, Monday October 9, 1893 In the Grand Plaza of the 
Administration Building at Jackson Park U.S.A." picture. This picture was the centerfold of the 
"Chicago Tribune Supplement, March 31, 1894". The picture is attached to cardboard in the back 
and then an old mat is attached to it. Size: Picture 26" wide by 10 1/8" high. Mat: 29" wide by 13" 
high. Condition: The picturing is clear and Extremely Fine overall. The mat is browning and missing 
a piece in the bottom and is Fair overall. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 29 - Pin Cushion in the shape of a basket. The basket is pot metal with a blue cushion in it. 
The bottom of the basket has "Souvenir World's Exposition Chicago 1893" written in raised letters. 
Size: 1 3/4" diameter by 1 1/2" tall. Condition: Very Fine, the cushion is worn. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 30 - Pin Cushion with a metal bottom and a blue cushion. It is in a kind of heart shape with 
raised decorations around the side. The bottom of the basket has "Souvenir World's Exposition 
Chicago 1893" written in raised letters. Size: 2 1/4" wide by 2 3/4". Condition: Very Fine, cushion is 
worn. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 31 - Round Aluminum Tray with embossed image of nude woman holding up a wreath with an 
eagle and an American shield below her. Around the image is "World's Columbian Exposition 
1893". The rim is decorated with leaves. Size: 4 1/8" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, a few 
light scratches. 
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45 

$ 15 

 

Lot # 32 - Leather Change Purse with metal top. The top has 2 lids. One lid has "Columbia" a top, 
"Exhibition 1892" at the bottom with a raised image of an eagle and the American flag in the middle. 
The right side lid has "Spain" at the top, "1492" at the bottom and a crest in the middle. Size: Top is 
3 5/8" wide by 1 3/4". Condition: Very Fine. The top is bit dented, however the leather only has a 
little wear. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 



 

Lot # 33 - Straight Razor that is etched with an image of buildings from the "World's Columbian 
Exposition, Chicago 1893" with "1492" in the upper left and "1892" in the upper right. The handles 
are celluloid with the same raised design on both sides. The blade has "H Boker & Co" written on it.. 
There is a box, but the box is from a different manufacturer and is marked "Wade & Butcher 
Sheffield". Size: The razor is 6" long by 1" at the widest. Condition: Razor is Excellent. Box is Very 
Good, one end is missing and the other has a hole in it. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 34 - Gold colored egg shaped charm with original loop for hanging. On one side of the charm 
is a bust of Columbus. On the back is a map of North and Central America with "Worlds Fair 1893" 
written on the map. At the bottom of the charm is a small hole (I do not think that anything hung 
from the hole, I think it was just there to make putting it together easier). Size: 7/8" high by 5/8" 
diameter at the widest. Condition: Excellent, light wear on seams. 
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40 

$ 15 

 

Lot # 35 - Purple Translucent Circular Charm with a copper band running inside a groove that is all 
the way around the edge. The wire is looped at the top for hanging on a chain. The material is 
probably glass. The Obverse pictures the bust of Columbus with "World's Columbian Exposition 
1892" around the image. The Reverse is exactly the same as the reverse of the Columbian Half 
Dollar with the image of the Caravel above 2 globes with "World's Columbian Exposition 1892" 
around the edge. Size: 3/4" diameter. Condition: Excellent with a little discoloration on the copper 
band. 
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 36 - Official Employee badge, Eglit #473 Pin back badge with "World's Columbian Exposition 
1893" around the edge and number "278" in the middle. This is a very low badge number. There is a 
bow on the bottom. Note: Eglit incorrectly lists this as an attendance badge, but it is an employee 
badge. Size: 1 1/16 wide by 1 1/4 inches high. Condition: Extremely Fine, light wear. 
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80 

$ 30 

 

Lot # 37 - Enameled Columbus cote of arms shield with full figured griffins on each side. On the 
back is "Chicago 1893". Size: 1 3/8" wide by 1 1/8" high. Condition: Excellent, enamel is 
undamaged, the brass finish is a little worn. 
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100 

$ 35 

 

Lot # 38 - Brass Columbian Guard's Uniform Button. The front pictures the globe showing North 
and South America and the back has "Browning King & Co." written on it. Size: 15/16" diameter. 
Condition: Extremely Fine with some age toning. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 39 - Metal disk with raised image of "Christopher Columbus" looking left with "1492" at the 
bottom. On the back is "Ringgold Band Concert", "Assembly Building Saturday July 1st", 
"Afternoon", "Evening". There is an original loop at the top for hanging. Uncommon. Size: 2" 
diameter. Condition: Very Fine, the bronze color finish is mostly worn off the front and there are a 
couple of tiny rim nicks. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 40 - Large Bronze Medal, Eglit #135 (Rulau # B12). Obverse: High relief image of bust of 
"Columbus". Reverse: High Relief of "Administration Building". Around top edge is "World's 
Columbian Exposition". At bottom "Chicago 1893 Administration Building". Engraver was A.O. 
Ameis. Size: 2 11/16" (68mm) diameter by 5/16" thick edge. Condition: Extremely Fine with overall 
age toning. This medal has wonderful detail. 
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75 

$ 25 



 

Lot # 41 - Heavy Type Metal Medal. Obverse: Same as Eglit # 78, high relief image of "Machinery 
Hall" with "Chicago 1893" below building and "World's Columbian Exposition" around the top 
edge. Reverse: In center is a printing press with "Potter Printing Press Company" above and "12 & 
14 Spruce Street New York" below. (I sold another large medal from this company in 2010, same 
obverse, different reverse, it did not picture the press.) Size: 2 11/16" diameter by 5/16" thick. 
Condition: If not for the missing piece of rim at 10 o'clock on the Machinery Hall side, the medal 
would be Extremely Fine. The images are strong and the other rim nicks are minor. 
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 42 - Aluminum Medal Eglit # 145. Obverse: View of fair on a globe encircled by "1492 
World's Fair. 1892 Souvenir". Reverse: "World's Columbian Exposition", "Aluminum extracted by 
electricity from common clay", "Chicago U.S.A. 1893". Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely 
Fine with some rim dings. 
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45 

$ 17 

 

Lot # 43 - Bronze Medal in High Relief, Eglit #51. Obverse: Landing of Columbus in center with 
"1492" below. Around the rim is "Dedicated to the American People in Honor of the 400th 
Anniversary of Discovery of America" & "United We Stand Divided We Fall". Reverse: The bust of 
Miss "Liberty" with stars all around & "1892" below. Size: 2" diameter. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150 

$ 45 

 

Lot # 44 - Bronze Medal in high relief, Eglit #106. Obverse: Raised bust of "Cristoforo Colombo" in 
the center with a topless full figured Native American woman on the left holding hands across the 
top with Miss liberty on the right with a globe above their hands. At the bottom is a eagle with 
spread wings. In the tiniest writing around the bottom is "L. Pogliaghi Invento E Modello A. 
Cappuccio Incise" & "Stabilimento Johnson Milano". Reverse: Pictures 4 Native Americans at the 
bottom (one is prominent) with a winged woman in the sky with 2 cherubs and a tiny Administration 
Building in front of setting sun. At top is "MDCCCXCII" and at the bottom is "MCCCCXCII". 
(Eglit says: "In the center is the figure of 'Civilization' surrounded by Genii. Below and Indian 
Warrior.) This is the smaller version. Size: 2 5/16" diameter. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125 

$ 35 

 

Lot # 45 - Aluminum Medal, Eglit #18. Obverse: "Landing of Columbus" scene with soldiers, with 
inscription below. Reverse: "Facts about Chicago" in center with "Souvenir of the World's 
Columbian Exposition 1893" around edge. The facts include population, size of the city and more. 
Size: 1 9/16" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, wear to the picture and writing. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 46 - White Medal Eglit #54A. Obverse: Landing of Columbus with beaded circle all around 
with stars on the outside. Below is "Landing of Columbus 1492". Reverse: "Administration 
Building" in center. Around building "Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893". Size: 2" diameter. 
Condition: Fine, wear to surface and finish. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 47 - Bronze Medal. Obverse: Bust of "Cristobal Colon". Reverse: pictures a shield in the 
center with "Chocolate Gloria Cobo Hermanos", "Madrid" written around the edge. Size: 7/8" 
diameter. Condition: Very Good, worn with heavy age toning. 
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 48 - White Medal, Eglit #55A (Rulau B6B). Obverse: Bust of Columbus unfurling a map. 
Around top "Christopher Columbus". Around bottom "Born 1456 Died 1506". Reverse: Two female 
figures in center scene. One is seated holding Shield of US. The other standing is pointing to a scene 
of the exposition in background. Spread Eagle with ribbon in beak "E Pluribus Unum." Around rim 
"Souvenir World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, U.S.A. 1892 1893". At bottom under scene 
"1492-1893 IV. Centennial". Made by Mayer & Wilhelm. Size: 2" diameter. Condition: Extremely 
Fine, nice detail, with light age toning and a few minor nicks. 
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 



 

Lot # 49 - Aluminum Medal, Eglit # 153 (H&K 168). Obverse: A standing female figure of Miss 
Chicago with a phoenix on her head and behind her are 3 flags. Around the rim "World's Columbian 
Exposition" made by "S.D. Childs & Co. Chicago" under the image. Reverse: Pictures the seal of 
Chicago, at right a caravel, at left an Indian. Above in cloud a child. Below in a scroll "Urbs in 
Horto" (a city in a garden). Around rim "Chicago Day", "Oct. 9, 1893". Size: 1 1/2" diameter. 
Condition: Very Fine, a little worn and light age toning. A few small rim dings. 
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50 

$ 18 

 

Lot # 50 - Sterling Silver Spoon with etched image of the "Horticultural Bld'g", "Chicago 1893" in 
the bowl. There is a leaf decoration on the handle. The back is marked "R.W.&S" and "Sterling" 
Weight is 15.9 grams. Size: 5 9/16" long by 1 1/8" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine with a couple of 
light scratches. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 51 - Sterling Silver Demitasse Spoon with twist handle to full figure of Columbus with raised 
right arm, left arm holding hemisphere. Bowl engraved "World's Fair '93". Marked "Sterling" on the 
back of the bowl. There is no maker's mark. Size: 7/8" wide by 4 1/8" Long. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 52 - Sterling Demitasse Spoon with bust of "Christopher Columbus" at the top with a swirling 
design leading to the bowl. In the bowl is a picture of the Western Hemisphere with an eagle perched 
at the top. Above the eagle is "World's Columbian" and below the hemisphere is "Exposition 
Chicago 1893." On the back of the bowl are engraved letters "CAS". "Sterling" and a maker's mark 
are on the back of the handle. Size: 11/16" wide by 4 1/4" long. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 53 - Cabinet Photo of "The Ferris Wheel." "Midway Plaisance, - World's Columbian 
Exposition. Chicago 1893." On the back are the Wheel's statistics with a simulated signature of 
George Ferris. Size: 4 5/16" wide by 6 1/2" high. Condition: Fine. The upper right corner of the card 
is missing, there is a crack in the bottom right corner extending half way across the bottom and there 
is a thumbtack hole at the top. The image is clear but a little faded. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 

 

Lot # 54 - Stereoview. "The Great Cradle of Liberty...", card number "8772". This card shows three 
cars and the bottom of the Ferris Wheel with people walking below. The picture clearly shows the 
glass walls of the large cars as they move into the place where they are loaded and unloaded. 
"Copyright 1894, by B. W. Kilburn." Size: 7" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Good due to 
paper loss at the bottom of the card. The images are complete with a little fading and a spot at the 
top of the left side. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 15 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 55 - Stereoview with photos of "The Great Ferris Wheel, Midway Plaisance, Columbian 
Exposition." View number 8244. On the side is "Copyright 1893, by B. W. Kilburn." On the back is 
printed "Photographed and Published by B. W. Kilburn, - Littleton, N. H.". Size: 7" wide by 3 1/2" 
high. Condition: Fine with some fading of the image. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 56 - Stereoview of the Ferris Wheel, "Beauties of Chicago", published by "Stereoscopic View 
Co., Chicago, Ill." On the back is the size, weight and other statistics about the Ferris Wheel along 
with "Birds-eye view of the Fair obtained from summit." Size: 7" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: 
Fine, There is a bend in upper right of image with some wrinkles near it. The image is a bit faded. 
There is a little paper loss from the front left of card. The back has 4 areas of paper loss (not in the 
writing) where someone had taped this card into something a while ago. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 



 

Lot # 57 - Unused 4 cent U.S. Postage stamp issued to commemorate the Columbian Exposition, 
Scott catalog number 233. This stamp is an ultramarine stamp and pictures the three ships of the 
Caravel with "Fleet of Columbus" printed across the bottom. Size: 1 3/8" wide by 15/16" high. 
Condition: Excellent, with a hinge mark on the glue. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 

 

Lot # 58 - Hard Cover Book "The Worlds Fair as seen in One Hundred Days" by Henry Davenport 
Northrop and Mrs. Nancy Huston Banks with an introduction by Mrs. Potter Palmer". The 720 pages 
contain over 150 illustrations (plus a color page for the owner to fill in their name) and 38 chapters 
providing information that you don't get in most other reference books. Open to any page and it is an 
interesting read. Size: 6 1/2" wide by 9 1/4" high. Condition: The covers are faded and worn. The 
pages have a slight water damage (and its hardly noticeable) at the top of lots of pages. Overall I 
would say the book is Very Good. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 

 

Lot # 59 - Hard Cover Book "Portfolio of Views", "Issued by the Department of Photography, C. D. 
Arnold, Chief." There are 35 single sided pages, each containing a photograph of a major building. 
These pictures were all taken before the fair opened, as each has a copyright of "March 21, 1893" 
below the picture, so most of devoid of people and have an eerie quality. Below each picture is a 
description of the photo. The book is bound with a string. Size: 10 1/4" wide by 7 1/8" high. 
Condition: Very Fine, the covers are darkened and scratched, but the picture pages are clean. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 

 

Lot # 60 - Hard Cover Book: "The World's Columbian Exposition 1893". This book, published by 
"World Publishing Co., Philadelphia". The book contains 628 pages and describes itself as "A 
Complete History of the Enterprise; a Full Description of the Building and Exhibits in all 
Departments; and a Short Account of Previous Exposition, with an introduction by Col. George R. 
Davis, Director-General of the Exposition." The book has over 400 illustrations and pictures. Size: 
8" wide by 10" high by 2 1/2" thick. Condition: Fine, the covers are worn, the 'contents' page is 
damaged (all the other pages are not, not even stained), and the spine is coming lose. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 61 - Soft Cover Book: "Glimpses of the World's Fair, a Selection of Gems of the White City 
and the Midway Plaisance". There are over 100 pictures with captions of buildings, state buildings 
and the people and buildings on the Midway Plaisance. Laird & Lee Publishers, Chicago 1893. Size: 
6 3/4" wide by 5" high. Condition: Overall Fine, the covers have tears and are taped back on at the 
spine. The photos are clean. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 62 - Book: "Samantha at the World's Fair by Josiah Allen's Wife". Copyright 1893 by the 
Funk & Wagnalls Company. Marietta Holley is Josiah Allen's Wife. 694 pages with illustrations by 
Baron C. De Grimm throughout. The Ferris Wheel is pictured on the binding. A fun read for any fair 
enthusiast. Size: 8 3/4" high by 6 1/2" wide. Condition: Very Fine, edge and corner wear to cover, 
some light staining mostly on the page edges. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 63 - Paperback guide booklet "Illustrated Guide to the World's Fair and Chicago", by Paul 
Hull and Department of Publicity and Promotion, World's Columbian Exposition. Full color cover, 
loaded with black &white illustrations of fair buildings and pictures of Chicago. Size: 5 1/4" wide by 
7 5/8" high. Condition: Fine, Cover damage including tape on the spine, bottom right corner is 
missing and some damage on the back. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 

 

Lot # 64 - Folder for the "Columbian Intramural Railway". The cover pictures a map of the 
fairgrounds with the railway route in red and the stations (stops around the fairgrounds) marked and 
named. The back cover lists the names of the buildings that are near each stop. When opened, the 
inside has an advertisement that states that by presenting this map to the cashier at the "French 
Bakery" with a purchase of 30 cents or more, you will receive a "free ride of seven miles on this 
railway". Size: Closed: 3 5/8" wide by 7 1/8" high. Open: 7" wide by 7 1/8" high. Condition: Fine, 
there are some tears in the edges, corner damage and a couple of light pencil marks. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 



Category: 1900 Paris International Exposition (65 to 69) 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 65 - Pen, pencil, ink desk set in the original box. This set is made of carved bone or vegetable 
ivory and includes a pen, mechanical pencil, knife, sealing wax stamp, ink well and one other handle 
with no end. The inside lid has a multicolor image of the "Exposition Universelle de 1900 - 
L'Esplanade" printed on silk. The rest of the inside is blue silk. The top of the box has "Souvenir de 
l'Exposition" written on it. The outside of the box is brown. A very rare item from this fair. Size: 
Box is 9" wide by 4" deep by 1 1/8" thick. Condition: Very Fine overall. There is rust on 2 of the 
ends. One holder has no end. The gold writing on the top of the box is a little faded. 
Estimate: $ 250 - $ 350 

$ 125 

 

Lot # 66 - 37 Black and White photographs of the buildings at the 1900 Exposition. These are 
personal, non-professional, photos. Exteriors of many of the building not usually included in 
professional sets and No picture of the Eiffle Tower. Home made photographs of the early 
Expositions are uncommon and Paris 1900 is no exception. Size: The pictures vary (the paper looks 
hand cut) but all about 4 1/2" by 3 1/2". Condition: Condition varies. Some pictures are good. Some 
are faded, others are browned. Many have discoloration in one or both bottom corners as if some 
chemical was on the fingures of a person who held the pictures, they look like thumb impressions. 
Estimate: $ 200 - $ 300 

$ 80 

 

Lot # 67 - Silk Handkerchief with large image of "La Grande Roue" (Ferris Wheel) in the center. In 
each corner is pictured another pavilion: "Palais Des Armees de Terre et de Mer.", "Palais de 
L'Electricite et du Chateau d'Eau", "Palais des Manufactures Nationales" and "Porte Monumentale 
de l'Exposition". At the top are 6 French flags around a coat of arms with other nations flags on the 
other 3 sides. In large writing in the center is "Paris", "1900". A very rare and unusual Ferris Wheel 
piece. Size: 16 3/4" wide by 15 1/2" high. Condition: Fine with some tears at the bottom and top. 
This is a very fragile material and considering its age. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 68 - Metal tumbler "Souvenir de L'Exposition 1900" with raised images of the "La Tour 
Eiffel", "La Porte Principale", "Trocadero" and "Le Palais de L'Electricite". There is a raised art 
nouveau design between the buildings. Size: 2 1/4" diameter by 3 1/2" tall. Condition: Very Fine, 
top is ever so slightly out of round and overall age toning. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 69 - Brass shell picturing one side of the award medal with the image of a Winged Woman 
flying while carrying a young man who is holding a torch. Below is the Grand Palace. Under the 
figures in the box that contains the winner's name is written "Bernheim Freres Harper Whiskey". 
Around the edge is written "Exposition Universelle Internationale". This is probably a piece off 
something since there are 3 holes in the shell where it was probably attached a long time ago. Size: 2 
1/16" diameter. Condition: Overall Very Fine, but there are 3 holes. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

Category: 1901 Pan-American Exposition (70 to 79) 

Held in Buffalo, New York 
Reference Material:   Lavin refers to "Panorama of the Pan=Am" by Fred Lavin. 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 70 - Sterling Silver Nut Dish with raised image of the Electrical Tower with "Pan-American 
Exposition Buffalo 1901" around the building in raised writing. Weighs 14.8 grams. Size: 3 5/8" by 
2 3/8" wide by 1" deep. Condition: Very Fine, some spots of tarnish. 
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40 

$ 15 



 

Lot # 71 - Panoramic Night Photograph of the fairgrounds from the Temple of Music to the 
Ethnology Building with the Electric Tower in the middle. The photo is marked "Copyright 1901 
Oscar A Simon & Bro. Buffalo, N.Y. The photo is matted and framed in a period frame. Size: Image 
is 16 3/4" wide by 6" high. Overall with frame: 22 1/2" wide by 10" high. Condition: Photo is 
Excellent. Frame is Very Fine, has a few scratches and blemishes. 
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100 

$ 25 

 

Lot # 72 - Fireman's Badge marked on back "Twelfth Tour Pan-American Exposition 1901". The top 
bar has "Liberty" written on it surrounded by the number "5". The hanging shield pictures a fire 
pumper with "Reading, PA." above. I have been told that this was the 12th tour away from home for 
this fire department, but this commemorates their only visit to the Pan-Am expo. Size: 3 3/8" high 
by 2 1/4" wide. Condition: Would be Excellent, except I have been told there was a buffalo hanging 
from the bottom of the 5. 
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80 

$ 35 

 

Lot # 73 - Clear juice glass with enamel color picture of transfer image of the "Corner of the 
Stadium" on a white background. At the bottom is "Pan-American Exposition". Size: 2 5/8" diameter 
by 3 5/8" tall. Condition: Very good. There is a small chip in rim, the image is a little cracked and 
faded and the building title is very faded. Still an uncommon glass. 
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 74 - "M. Brown & Co.", "Fountain and Indestructible Pen and Pencil Outfit." in the original 
box. One side of the box is marked "Pan-American Exposition Souvenir Buffalo, 1901". The side 
panels have "Agents Wanted" and "Mail Orders Promptly Filled." written on them. Inside are 2 pens, 
a mechanical pencil and a small wooden tube that holds pencil leads. There is also a flyer in the box. 
Size: Box is 5" long by 1 1/2" wide by 7/16" thick. Condition: Extremely Fine overall. The pens and 
pencil have been used. The box has a little damage. 
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50 

$ 17 

 

Lot # 75 - Mechanical Brass Pin: A brass pan shape with a buffalo attached to the pan with a spring 
and a cover on the pan the has "Meet Me At" written on it. When the cover is opened, the buffalo 
springs out. There is a hole at top for a pin or to attach to a badge. Size: 1 1/2" high by 3/4" wide. 
Condition: Very Fine, dark area at top of outside cover, and half of inside of the cover. 
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18 

$ 6 

 

Lot # 76 - Metal Napkin Ring picturing the fair logo with "Pan-American Exposition 1901 Buffalo 
N.Y. U.S.A." Around the rest of the ring is a plant design. Size: 1 1/2" diameter by 1 3/8" high. 
Condition: Very Good, the logo is worn, the plating is worn and the ring is out of round. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 77 - Milk Glass Pan with raised continent logo in the center and ""Pan-American Exposition, 
1901, Buffalo, N.Y. U.S.A." around the logo. In the center of each continent is a raised semi-sphere 
painted yellow to look like egg yokes. The thermometer that is supposed to be in the handle of the 
pan is missing. Size: 6 3/4" long by 4 1/16" wide. Condition: Very Good, slight wear to the gold rim 
and color in the pan. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 78 - Celluloid button picturing the "United States Government Building". Around the top is 
advertising "M. Lurie Leading Department Store", "Hoosick Falls, N.Y." (Similar FL PB48) Size: 1 
1/4" diameter. Condition: Fair, Heavy foxing over the whole picture. 
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 79 - Booklet- Cover in light blue shows fair logo and is titled "Pan=American Exposition 
1901, Tours and Tickets via the Boston and Albany and New York Central and Hudson River 
Railroads". The back cover shows Niagara Falls. There are 136 pages. The book lists itineraries of 
the Expo tours, rates and descriptions of the fair and drawings of the exhibits. Size: 5 5/8 inches 
wide by 4 1/2 inches high. Condition: Fine, tears on the covers and spine (a small piece of paper 
missing near upper right corner) and a few spots on the covers and a few pages. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 



 
Category: 1904 St. Louis World's Fair (80 to 114) 

 
Also known as the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, it was held to commemorate the 100th Anniversary of the Purchase from France.

R L H refers to Robert L. Hendershott's book "1904 St. Louis World's Fair” 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 80 - Oval Reverse Painted Glass Picture of the "Cascade Gardens. Worlds Fair St. Louis 1904" 
in the original brass shell frame. Mother of pearl is used in the picture to highlight areas like the 
water in the fountain. There is a stand in the back so that it can stand on a table top. Size: 9 1/2" 
wide by 8 3/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, some black spots on the frame, but the multicolor 
image is lovely. 
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 81 - Anvil Statue with "Thomas Jefferson" pictured on one side, "Signing the Purchase Treaty" 
with 3 figures on the other side and "World's Fair 1904 St. Louis on the third side. Under the anvil is 
a paper scroll (in metal) with "Louisiana Purchase Treaty" at one end and the other end is rolled up 
with outline of the territory map and a signature. The piece is metal with a silver finish. I have never 
seen this piece before. Size: 3" wide 1 1/2" deep by 3" tall. Condition: Very Fine, the finish is a bit 
worn and the felt bottom is missing, so you can see inside the piece. 
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 82 - Gold colored Metal Statue of a Donkey on a base with "Show Me I'm From Missouri" and 
"World's Fair St. Louis 1904" written around the edge of the base. Size: 5 1/8" wide by 2 3/8" deep 
by 4 1/4" tall. Condition: Extremely Fine with a little wear and age toning, also there is no felt on the 
bottom. 
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75 

$ 25 

 

Lot # 83 - Cloth Pillow Cover. This cloth square has blue printed images of "Palace of Mines & 
Metallurgy.", "Palace of Education", "Lagoon and Bridge", "Palace of Varied Industries.", and in the 
center is the "Festival Hall & Cascades". Under one of the pictures is "Official Photographic Co." 
This piece of cloth would be sewed together with a plain backing, stuffed and made into a pillow. 
Size is 18" wide by 17 1/2". Condition: Excellent, it has been folded for a long time. A beauty. 
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 50 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 84 - Temperance Thin Cardboard Tag. Die Cut in the shape of the state of Illinois, this 2 sided 
tag has on one side "Illinois W. C. T. U.", "All Illinois for God and Temperance", "World's Fair St. 
Louis", "Sept. 21, 1904". On the other side is a biblical quote and a "Pledge" to "abstain from all 
alcoholic liquors" with a place to sign your commitment to Temperance. This is unsigned. There is a 
white ribbon at the top. Quite rare and unusual. Size: Without the ribbon 1 3/4" wide by 3 1/4" high. 
Condition: Very Fine, some paper loss to the back and a couple of stains on the back. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 85 - China Cocoa, Tea or Demitasse Cup with multicolor picture of the "Palace of Varied 
Industries" with "World's Fair St. Louis Mo 1904" above the building. The cup is in a typical 
Victorian style. (Similar RLH 9-590) Size: 2 3/4" high by 3 1/4" rim to end of handle. Condition: 
Excellent, with a couple of flaws in the picture as made. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 86 - White China Mug with a beautiful multicolor picture of the "Palace of Machinery". 
Above the picture is "Souvenir of St. Louis". There is a raised pattern at the top and bottom of the 
side of the mug. Size: 2 15/16" tall by 2 15/16" diameter (3 3/4" from rim to end of handle). 
Condition: Excellent. The only flaw is the "AC" are missing in the word 'Palace" as made. 
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40 

$ 15 



 

Lot # 87 - China dish in the shape of a sea shell with a multicolor picture of the "Palace of 
Education" in the center with "World's Fair St. Louis Mo. 1904" written above. Surrounding the 
picture is a green. Size: 4 3/4" wide by 5". Condition: Very Fine, a small black spot in the green at 
12 o'clock and a little wear to the gold trim on the edge. 
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45 

$ 18 

 

Lot # 88 - Ruby Flash Cup that is etched ""world's Fair 1904" on one side and "Elizabeth Stecker" 
on the other. Around the center is a frosted glass stripe with gilt gold stripes above and below. Size: 
3 1/4" tall by 2 3/4" diameter (3 3/4" from edge to end of handle). Condition: Excellent." 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 89 - Celluloid Pin Back Button with multicolor image of a young Miss Liberty standing in 
front of a map of the Eastern Half of the US with a eagle below her. Around the edge are red and 
white stripes. Above the map is "Louisiana Purchase Exposition 1904", "St. Louis, U.S.A.". (RLH 
39-1360) Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with a few light scratches, one does go 
from her hat to the right edge. The colors are strong. 
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 90 - "The Real Safety Razor" in the original box. The box is marked "Souvenir - St. Louis 
World's Fair 1904" on the side. Inside the box is a metal holder that has a handle and a place to put a 
single edge razor. The blade is IN this Razor and it is SHARP. (If you buy it do not cut yourself on 
the blade). Uncommon. Size: 6 1/2" long by 1 3/16" by 5/8". Condition: Very Fine, wear to the box 
labels and inside is a bit soiled . The razor appears to have been used a long time ago. 
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50 

$ 17 

 

Lot # 91 - Bottle Pipe with "Souvenir World's Fair St. Louis 1904" pressed into the side of the 
wooden bottle. Unscrew the bottle and the pipe stem is revealed inside. Insert the stem into the side 
of the bottle's base and you have a pipe. Size: 1 3/16" diameter at the base by 4 7/8" tall. Condition: 
Very Fine with slight damage to the surface. 
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 92 - Large Wooden Pipe with "Souvenir World's Fair St. Louis 1904" printed in silver on the 
side of the wooden bowl. Size: The bowl edge to end of stem is 12" long. The bowl is 2" diameter 
and 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine, a little of the outer covering is missing. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 93 - Oval Celluloid Mirror with a multicolor picture of "Cascade Hall & Gardens", "World's 
Fair St. Louis 1904". Size: 2 7/8" wide by 1 7/8" high. Condition: Very Good, there is light foxing 
overall, a couple of scratches and a dark spot on the edge at 3 o'clock. The mirror has darkened. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 94 - Celluloid Covered Match Safe with the "Observation Wheel Height 286 feet", "Souvenir 
World's Fair St. Louis 1904" (the Ferris wheel) pictured on one side and "Napoleon" and "Jefferson" 
pictured on the other side. (unlisted RLH). Size: 2 5/8" by 1 1/2" by 3/8". Condition: Very Good, the 
Ferris wheel side is faded and has a few red spots. There are light brown spots on the edges. 
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45 

$ 15 



 

Lot # 95 - Aluminum Match Safe with a raised image of a horse head with hanging stirrups inside a 
horse shoe on one side and "World's Fair St. Louis 1904" in raised letters on the other side. (RLH 
29-290) Size: 2 1/2" high by 1 1/4" wide by 7/16" thick. Condition: Extremely Fine, some light 
surface scratches and light age toning. 
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 96 - Match Safe with raised images of "Jefferson" and "Napoleon" with "Commemorating the 
Purchase of LA. Ter." Inside a horse shoe shaped ribbon. "1804", "1904". Reverse side has raised 
image of "Machinery Bld'g World's Fair St. Louis 1904". (RLH 29-220) Size: 2 7/8" high by 1 1/2" 
wide. Condition: Fine, wear to the plating. 
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40 

$ 15 

 

Lot # 97 - Round Glass Paperweight "Machinery Building", "Louisiana Purchase Exposition St. 
Louis U.S.A. 1904" Size: 2 3/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, the paper on the back is damaged, 
but only a little of the sky's edge looks damaged. 
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50 

$ 17 

 

Lot # 98 - Rectangular Glass Paperweight picturing the "Government Building", "World's Fair St. 
Louis, Mo. U.S.A." The paper label on the bottom is also marked "Souvenir Louisiana Purchase 
Exposition", "World's Fair", etc. Size: 4 1/4" wide by 2 3/4" high. Condition: Very Fine, the picture 
is peeling a little around the edges. 
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40 

$ 15 

 

Lot # 99 - Pocket Knife with 2 blades and aluminum sides picturing the "Palace of Electricity", 
Napoleon & Jefferson with "World's Fair St. Louis" above their heads & the "Cascade Garden". The 
other side pictures "Palace of Liberal Arts", a fleur-de-lis with "LPE" and "1904" inside it and 
"Machinery Building". Made by "St. Lawrence Cutlery Co." (RLH 25-30) Size: 2 3/4" long by 5/8" 
wide. Condition: Very Fine, the handle has slight wear, but the blades have small bumps similar to 
corrosion 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 100 - Pocket Knife with one blade and Aluminum sides. One side pictures "Palace of 
Machinery World's Fair St. Louis 1904". The other side pictures the "Louisiana Purchase 
Monument" The blade is marked "Magnetic Cutlery C Phila PA" on the bottom of one side and "D. 
Peres Solinge Germany" on the other. The blade also has a barrel with a tap in the middle of the 
blade. There is loop at the end for hanging on a chain. (RLH 25-50) Size: Handle is 2 1/8" long by 
1/2" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine, light wear, blade has dark spots. 
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40 

$ 15 

 

Lot # 101 - Leather Change Purse with metal top. On the top is a raised image of the "Educational 
Bldg", "World's Fair", "St. Louis". "1904" is in the bottom right corner. Inside the lid is an 
advertisement for "Bank of Iles & White". (RLH 48-20) Size: Top is 2 1/4" wide by 1 1/2" high. 
Condition: Fine. The top is dented and worn and the leather is cracked but has no holes. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 102 - Collapsible Metal Drinking Cup with a raised image of the "Palace of Mines and 
Metallurgy" "St. Louis 1904" written around the edge of the removable top. (RLH 11-160 ) Size: 
Closed: 2" diameter by 11/16" thick. Open the cup becomes 2 1/4" tall. Condition: Extremely Fine, 
light wear. 
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40 

$ 15 

 

Lot # 103 - Blackened Aluminum Cigar Case with etched lettering "World's Fair 1904". Size: 5 1/8" 
long by 2 3/4" wide. Condition: Very Fine, some scratches and some dents. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 



 

Lot # 104 - Small Blackened Aluminum Toothpick Holder with "World's Fair 1904" and design 
etched into the aluminum. (similar RLH 62-70) Size: 1 1/4" diameter by 1 7/8" high. Condition: 
Extremely Fine, a couple spots of wear. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 

 

Lot # 105 - Metal Napkin Ring with "St Louis World's Fair" written in the center with "L.P." above 
and "1904" below. Around the ring are leaf decorations and a design on the edge. (RLH 33-170) 
Size: 1 5/8" diameter by 1 5/8" high. Condition: Very Fine, a little tarnished and a little wear. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 106 - Aluminum Napkin Ring with "World's Fair 1904" etched into the side and a couple of 
plant decorations. Size: 1 1/2" diameter by 1 5/16" high. Condition: Excellent with slight age toning.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 107 - Aluminum Cup with "World's Fair St. Louis 1904" etched in the front. Size: 2 7/8" 
diameter by 2 3/4" tall. Condition: Fine with a few small dents and scratches. Light age toning. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 108 - Plated Demitasse Spoon with the "Agriculture" building pictured in the bowl. On the 
handle from top to bottom is a picture of "Jefferson", an eagle, 2 flags (US and France), US map 
with Louisiana Purchase area raised and "1904 St. Louis". On the back is pictured "Cascade 
Gardens", "Louisiana Purchase Monument" and "U.S. Silver Co." (the maker, this spoon is not 
silver). Size: 4 1/4" long by 15/16" wide. Condition: Very Fine with a little wear thru of the plating.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 109 - Elongated 1904 Indian Head Cent with image of "Festival Hall and Central Cascades" 
and "World's Fair St. Louis 1904". Very Clear Reverse image of cent. (RLH 13-70) Size: 1 3/8" high 
by 3/4" wide. Condition: Very Fine, some darkened areas. 
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18 

$ 6 

 

Lot # 110 - Round Aluminum Box containing 5 aluminum medals. The cover of the box pictures the 
Louisiana Purchase Monument with "World's Fair" written above and "1904 St. Louis" below. 
Inside are 5 double sided aluminum medals, each with a raised image of a building on both sides 
(one has 2 buildings on one side). Each has "World's Fair St. Louis" written around the top (except 
the side with 2 buildings) and the name size and cost of each building below the picture. The medals 
are of the buildings: "Palace of Mines and Metallurgy" & "Palace of Machinery"; "Government 
Building" & "Cascade Gardens"; "Palace of Electricity" & "Temple of Fraternity"; "Palace of 
Liberal Arts" & "Palace of Manufacturers"; and "Palace of Varied Industries" with both "Palace of 
Transportation" and "Palace of Arts" on the back. (RLH 30-570) Size: Box is 1 1/2" diameter by 
7/16" thick. Each medal is 1 7/16" diameter. Condition: Excellent overall. The medals are shiny and 
have only minor wear. (The red in bottom medal is a reflection of my shirt when I took the picture.)
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125 

$ 35 

 

Lot # 111 - Badge with Brass Medal suspended from a red, white, blue and yellow ribbon. The 
medal has a picture of the "Cascade Gardens" in the center with "World's Fair St. Louis" around the 
top and "1904" on the bottom. The reverse pictures "Palace of Liberal Arts" with "Louisiana 
Purchase Exposition" above and "1904 St. Louis" below. Size: Medal is 1 1/8" diameter. Overall 
length is 2 1/4". Condition: Fine. There are spots on the reverse of the medal and there is no pin at 
the top (or the top bar is missing). 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 



 

Lot # 112 - Nickel Medal. Obverse: Around the edge "Malleable Nickel first Produced in 1865 by", 
"Joseph Wharton Sc. D. L. L. D." with his bust in the center. Reverse: Around the edge "American 
Malleable Nickel", "St. Louis Exposition". In the center "International Nickel Company 1904". 
(RLH 30-360) Size: 1 3/8" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, very light wear. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 113 - Aluminum Medal, single sided with raised image of the Cascade with "St. Louis 1904" 
written above. Around the bottom edge is "Marion Conklin". The area around the edge is where the 
buyer can put any message they want. This was probably made at the fair in a machine where the 
buyer or the vendor entered the name to be printed on the side. Holed as made. The reverse is blank. 
Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with very light wear. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 114 - Brass Medal. Obverse: An Eagle is perched on a plaque that has the words "Grand Prize 
Louisiana Purchase Exposition". Reverse: "Replica of one of four Gold Medals given to I.W. Harper 
the Gold Medal Whiskey Bottled in Bond". Around the edge is "100 Proof Kentucky Straight 
Bourbon Whiskey I. W. Harper Distilling Company Louisville, KY". (RLH 61-120) Size: 1 1/2" 
diameter. Condition: Fine with wear to the finish and a couple of tiny spots of corrosion on the 
reverse. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 

Category: 1907 Jamestown Exposition (115 to 116) 

Held in Jamestown, Virginia, this World's Fair celebrated the 300th anniversary of the first settlement on North American shores. 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 115 - Ceramic Mug with multicolor image of the "States Exhibit Building Jamestown 
Exposition 1907." The bottom is marked "Copyright by A. C. Bosselman & Co. New York". Size: 3 
1/2" tall by 3 1/4" diameter at the base. Condition: Very Fine. There are lines in the transfer (above 
the building on the right and left) that feel like scratches, but were definitely done when the piece 
was made. 
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 50 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 116 - Glass Paperweight with sepia image of the "View From Pier Jamestown Exposition 
1907" (written at the bottom of the image). Size: 4 1/8" wide by 2 5/8" high. Condition: Fine, a little 
of the paper on the back is missing and shows as 2 small holes in the upper right of the image. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

Category: 1915 San Francisco's Panama-Pacific International Exposition (117 to 124) 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 117 - Pocket watch. No manufacturer. Running condition. The back is very ornate. Around the 
edge it reads "Panama-Pacific International Exposition 1915 San Francisco". In the center is the fair 
logo with the lady standing on a globe showing position of Panama Canal. The case is silver plated 
brass. The dial appears to be hand painted with "Official Souvenir" in red just above the center. The 
dial has an inset second hand. Size: 2 1/2 inches high by 2 inch diameter. Condition: Very Fine, 
there is wear to the raised image on the back. A very desirable World's Fair souvenir. 
Estimate: $ 250 - $ 350 

$ 150 

 

Lot # 118 - Brass Mechanical Ashtray. Below the rim, where the ashes are dropped, there are 2 
separate brass semicircular concave pieces, each marked with raised letters. One has "Panama-
Pacific International 1915" written on it and the other "1915 Exposition San Francisco, Cal". It is 
supposed to work as follows: push down the center on either side and both sides move up to open 
the middle and allow the ashes to fall to the bottom. Unfortunately, the gear and the pin on one half 
is missing, so the mechanism does not work. The side missing the gear and the pin does not sit 
exactly correctly. Size: 5 5/8" diameter by 2 5/8" high. Condition: Very Fine, if you overlook that it 
does not work. 
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 50 

$ 15 



 

Lot # 119 - Bronze metal. Obverse: Around the top edge is "California the Exposition State", and at 
the bottom "San Francisco. 1915". In the center is the "Tower of Jewels". Reverse: "Panama Canal 
Completion Exposition" around the top and "San Francisco" around the bottom. In the center is a 
steamboat in the Canal with "19" to the left and "15" to the right. (I sold a similar metal many years 
ago with a different obverse). Size: 1 3/8" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, the finish is worn. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 120 - Bronze Medal with a gold wash issued by "Eastside Beer" that was the "Gold Medal 
Winner", "Excellence of Product at California's Great World Fairs in San Francisco and San Diego". 
Around the edge is "Panama California Exposition" and "San Diego California U.S.A.". The other 
side has "Medal of Award" in the center with the Tower of Jewels pictured above. Around the edge 
is "Panama-Pacific International Exposition San Francisco" and "MCMXV" at the bottom. Size: 1 
1/8" diameter. Condition: Very Fine with some black areas and scratches in the finish. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 121 - Round disk that I think is the top to a box (or maybe a cover on part of a vacuum). In the 
center is a building with a wreath and in a box is the words "Medal of Honor". Around the outer 
edge is written "Mfd. And Guaranteed by", "Electric Vacuum Cleaner Co. Inc., Cleveland, O." 
Inside this writing is "Panama-Pacific International Exposition San-Francisco", "MCMXV". Size: 2 
7/16" diameter. Condition: Fine, it has overall wear. 
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 122 - Hard Cover Children's Book, "Billy Whiskers at the Exposition" by "Frances Trego 
Montgomery". The cover pictures 2 goats (one is Billy Whiskers) with the Tower of Jewels and 
other fair buildings behind them. The cover also has "Popular Edition" on it. Billy Whiskers was a 
series of children's books and this one is about his adventures at the PPIE. There is one color plate 
picturing the goats and the fairgrounds inside the cover. Size: 6 3/8" wide by 7 5/8" high by 15/16" 
thick. Condition: Fine, pages are aged, brown and a bit brittle, the cover is a little damaged and the 
cloth that holds it to the spine is separated in the middle about half the length. Still it is in very 
presentable and readable condition. 
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45 

$ 15 

 

Lot # 123 - 5 Poster Stamps, all marked "Meet me at Old Faithful Inn", "Panama Pacific 
International Exposition", "San Francisco 1915" with the "Union Pacific System" shield with 
"Overland" across the middle. There are 4 different designs on the stamps (one duplicate). Size: 
Each stamp is 2 11/16" wide by 1 7/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, some marks on the backs, 
but not the fronts (except the duplicate image has some water damage visible on the front). 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 124 - Multicolor Postcard picturing the "Tower of Jewels - Pan. Pac. Int. Expo.- San 
Francisco" with "X132" in the lower right corner. The card has the 1 cent fair commemorative US 
postage stamp with the official "Panama-Pacific Exposition 1915" postmark dated April 17, 1915. 
Published by the "Pacific Novelty Co. San Francisco". Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 3/8" high. Condition: 
Fine with corner damage to both top corners. The stamp was applied on an angle and a corner of it is 
missing, the selvage only. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8 

$ 3 

Category: 1915 San Diego's Panama-California Exposition (125 to 126) 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 125 - Threader. Silver colored metal threader with a tapered end and two claw cut outs on the 
left side. Engraved with "Singer Souvenir Panama Exposition 1915" on both sides. Size: 3" long by 
1/4" wide. Condition: Excellent 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 126 - Postcard Folder with 11 double sided color pictures that fold out accordion style when 
opened. Cover is marked "Panama-California Exposition, Souvenir, San Diego, 1915, All the Year, 
1915". In small writing is "Published by I. L. Eno. 958-5th St., San Diego, Cal." Size: 6 1/8" wide by 
4 3/8" high. Condition: Very Fine, the covers have some light brown spots and the first 2 double 
sided pictures have some stains. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 



 
Category: 1926 Sesquicentennial (127 to 133) 

 
Held in Philadelphia to commemorate the 150th anniversary of the Declaration on Independence. 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 127 - Official Flag with a blue stripe on the top and bottom and a yellow stripe in the middle. 
Printed in brown on the yellow strip is "The Sesqui-Centennial Philadelphia", the Liberty Bell with 
"1776" to the left and "1926" to the right" and "150 Years of American Independence" underneath. 
The flag hangs vertically. There is a white stripe with two grommets for hanging. Size: 32 3/4" wide 
by 56 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine. Some brown spots and fading. No tears. 
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 250 

$ 50 

 

Lot # 128 - Gray Felt Pennant with gold and white embroidery. "1776", The Liberty Bell, "1926" 
and "Philadelphia" are all embroidered in gold. "International Exposition" is embroidered in white. 
Size: 21: wide by 9" high (not including the fringe). Condition: Excellent. Its a beauty. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 129 - Still Bank in the shape of the Liberty Bell. The top of the Bell is decorated with open, 
metal, loops. The body of the Bell is detailed with ridges at both the top and bottom, and a crack on 
one side. On one side, top to bottom: (within the top ridges) Philadelphia MDCCLIII", "Proclaim", 
"1776", "Liberty". On the opposite side, top to bottom: (within the top ridges) "The Old Liberty 
Bell", "Sesqui", "1926", "Centennial". The crack of the Bell is visible on the "1776" side between 
the one and seven. The slot for monetary deposit is located between the two side. There is a flathead 
screw located between the 17 and 76 for unscrewing the bank for opening. Size: 3 7/8" diameter by 
3 3/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with light wear. 
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 130 - Booklet "The SesquiCentennial International Exposition Philadelphia", "June First to 
December First", "!926". There are forty pages filled with information including: General 
information, "Nations of the World Participate", "Federal State City Participation", "Exposition 
Grounds and Buildings", "Architectural and Art Features", "Elaborate Lighting Effects", "High 
Spots of the Exhibits", "Women's Activities", "Significant Musical Events", "Features of the 
Gladway", "Epochal Sports Program", "Aviation and Special Events", facilities, and camp sites. 
Almost every other page is an engraving of a sketch. The back cover lists the administrative staff. 
The front cover shows a sketching of the Lady Liberty painting by Dan Smith. Size: 7" wide by 9" 
high. Condition: Very Good, there is paper loss to the bottom right corner of the cover and the front 
and back cover are taped back together. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 131 - Package of "Bardell Miniatures", a set of "15 Views" of "Philadelphia. The cover picture 
promotes the Sesqui-Centennial. The remaining 14 views are of the city of Philadelphia. The 
cardboard package is an unused mailer. Size: 3 3/4" wide by 3". Condition: Extremely Fine, the 
package is a little age toned, the pictures are Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 132 - Bronze Medal. Obverse: Image of Independence Hall with "Birthplace of the Declaration 
of Independence" around the edge and "1776" at the bottom. Reverse: Liberty Bell at bottom with 
"1776" on left ribbon and "1926" on right ribbon. From top to bottom is "To Commemorate the 
Sesqui-Centennial of the signing of the Declaration of Independence". Hole at top appears to be 
original. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, finish is worn on one side. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 133 - Bronze Medal with bust of Washington in the center with 13 stars around him. 
Underneath is "Philadelphia 1926". Around the edge is "Sesquicentennial International Exposition". 
The reserve pictures a woman carrying a torch riding a Pegasus. Size: 1 3/8" diameter. Condition: 
Fine, wear to image on reverse and overall age toning. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 



 
Category: 1933-34 Chicago World's Fair (134 to 216) 

 
Also known as a Century of Progress to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the founding of the city of Chicago. 

There is a video of this Fair on one of the VHS Tapes in the "Modern Reference" Section. 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 134 - Pocket Watch made by "Ingersoll", the "Progress" model. The back has a raised image of 
the Science Building in the center with Fort Dearborn behind it to the left with "1833" below and 
"1933" to the right. Around the top edge is written "A Century of Progress" and "Chicago" around 
the bottom edge. The dial has an inset second hand. Size: 2 1/8" high by 1 7/8" diameter. Condition: 
Excellent and Running. 
Estimate: $ 200 - $ 300 

$ 100 

 

Lot # 135 - Family Photo Album that has 28 black and white pictures of the family's trip to the 1934 
Chicago World's Fair. The album itself has 100s of photos of the family at home, traveling, at the 
beach and so much more. Some are labeled, like the Chicago Fair ones, most are not. Size: Each fair 
photo is 4 3/4" by 2 7/8". The whole album is 15" wide by 9 5/8" high by about 1" thick. Condition: 
The photos of the Fair are mostly clear and crisp with a few fading and/or getting a light brown hue. 
The other photos vary from perfect to awful (especially the early ones). The album itself is poor with 
one cover missing and the other not attached. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 136 - Bank in the shape of a book. The sides are red leather with brass corners and 3 brass 
sides. The front pictures the star of Arcturus logo with "1933" above and "A Centruy of Progress 
Chicago" below. The spine has ""Lessons in Thrift", "Robert Morris", "Made in U.S.A." with patent 
information and at the bottom "Vol. V". Size: 3 18" wide by 1" deep by 4 5/16" tall. Condition: 
Excellent, only slight wear on a little of the edges. The key to open it is missing. 
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 137 - Brass Colored Metal Cigarette Dispenser with raised images of "Travel and Transport 
Building", "Shedd Aquarium", "Soldiers Field and Field Museum", and "Fort Dearborn", one on 
each of the four sides. The "Hall of Science" is on the top. There is a lever on the side, pull it 
forward and a cigarette comes out, then the spring returns the lever back to its original position. 
Along back bottom edge is "N Shure Co. Importers Chicago". Size: 4" wide by 3 3/4" deep by 3 3/4" 
tall. Condition: Excellent with a little wear at the bottom. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 138 - Wood Tree Liquor Bottle. The outside is made to look like a tree with cut off branches. 
On the front as a raised picture of flowers in green, pink, red and gold. Above is "World's Fair 1934" 
and below is "Chicago". Size 5 1/2" wide 3" deep by 10 1/8" tall. Condition: Fine, there is some bark 
missing from the bottom and around some of the cut off branches. Also the 3 braches sticking up all 
have cracks and missing bark near the main body of the bottle. The Bottle top or stopper is missing.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50 

$ 18 

 

Lot # 139 - Large Ceramic Platter picturing the Sweden Pavilion in the center surrounded by flowers 
with "Svenska", "Chicago", "Utstallningen 1933" written below the building. Around the edge are 2 
large green and 2 narrow black stripes. On the back it is marked "Made in Sweden" by Gefle". Size: 
12 3/16" diameter by 1 1/8" deep. Condition: Very Fine with overall crazing 
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 50 

$ 15 

 

Lot # 140 - Large Color Lithographed Panorama of the Fairgrounds with "A Century of Progress 
1934" in large letters at the bottom. Each building is labeled or the label is near by with an arrow. In 
the sky are a blimp and 2 airplanes. This was produced by "A. C. Schultz Milw. & Chi." and is 
copyright "1934 Panorama Sales Syndicate, 1014 So. Michigan Ave, Chicago." Size: 51 3/4" wide 
by 9 3/4" high. Condition: Very Fine a few edge tears (only one slightly into the field), some spots 
(looks soiled) upper left, a little age toning and a few light creases. Looks great, it won't disappoint.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125 

$ 30 



 

Lot # 141 - Globe held in a metal holder marked with a circular piece "Chicago World's Fair", 
"1893-1933" with an eagle in the center. In the base is a rectangular opening with 12 revolving black 
and white pictures of fair buildings. Size: 4 3/4" tall by 3" diameter at the base. Condition: Very 
Good, there is flaking on the globe, the finish has damage and the pictures are stained brown. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 142 - Figural Paperweight in the shape of Fort Dearborn. Marked around the base "1833", 
"Fort Dearborn Chicago", "1933". This is pot metal with brown paint. Size: 3 3/4" wide by 2" deep 
by 2" high. Condition: Very Fine, some paint loss from the edge of the base, the roofs and the 
corners. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 143 - Rectangle Cigarette Case with dark brown background and gold edge. In the center is the 
Star of Arcturus logo with "1933" above an "A Century of Progress Chicago" below. Inside is a bar 
to hold the cigarettes. Size: 3 1/4 high by 2 5/8" wide, Condition: Very Fine. There are chips out of 
the black paint on the back cover. The front cover is actually Extremely Fine. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 144 - Glass Paperweight with a color image of the "Hall of Science" "Chicago World's Fair". 
Size: 2 3/4" wide by 3 7/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, light browning of part of the 
background. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 145 - Rectangular glass paperweight with a color drawing of the Sky Ride with water in the 
background and Fair buildings in the foreground. At the top center is red plane. Labeled "Sky Ride", 
"Chicago World's Fair." Size: 4" wide by 2 3/4" high. Condition: Fine, there is damage in the upper 
right corner and a few spots in the sky. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 146 - Rectangular glass Paperweight picturing the "Administration Building as seen from Lake 
Michigan" with "Chicago World's Fair" written in the bottom right corner. Size: 4" wide by 2 3/4" 
high. Condition: Extremely Fine, slight discoloration on edge of picture (hardly noticeable). 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 147 - Embossed Ceramic Mug with raised images of the "Travel and Transport Bldg." on one 
side and "Hall of Science" on the other. Between the pictures is "World's Fair Chicago 1933-1934". 
Size: 4 1/8" high by 3 7/8" diameter at the bottom. Condition: Very Fine because there is a chip on 
the inside of the rim and overall crazing. The colors are very strong and would look fine on the shelf.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 

 

Lot # 148 - Round Ceramic Plate with raised edge design and green design of the Belgian Village. 
The back is marked in green "Belgian Village", "The Salem China Co.", with the Star of Arcturus 
logo with "1934" above and "A Century of Progress Chicago" below. Size: 8 1/2" diameter. 
Condition: Good, a 1/4" chip on the underneath edge, overall crazing, a hairline crack and light 
browning. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 2 

 

Lot # 149 - Small Lusterware figurine of donkey pulling a cart shaped like a toilet and with wood 
lid. On the side of the Toilet in black is "World's Fair Chicago 1934". On the bottom it is marked 
"Made in Japan". Size: 4 3/4" long by 2 3/8" high by 2 1/8" deep. Condition: Very Good, there is a 
chip on the ceramic part the holds the toilet seat on one side, otherwise a little wear. There is also 
something written on the toilet seat, but I can't read it. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 150 - Wooden Windmill Bank with "Century of Progress" burned in the front and "Chicago 
1933" in the back. The first letter of each word is colored red. There is a brass top with a slot in it to 
deposit the coins. The windmill turns when you push it. Size: The base is 2 1/4" wide by 2 1/4" deep. 
The brass slot is 4" up. Condition: Very Fine, the brown decorations have wear. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 



 

Lot # 151 - Silver colored key with teeth that are Fair buildings. Under the buildings is "World's Fair 
1933". At the top of the key is "Keep Me For Good Luck". The back has "Master Laminated 
Padlocks sold all over the World" with "Master Lock Co." at the top of the key. Size: 2" long by 7/8" 
wide. Condition: Very Fine, a little wear. There are bumps in the writing on the back of the key, as 
made. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 152 - "Stamps", "By Uncle Sam" Case with Star of Arcturus logo with "1934" above "A 
Century of Progress Chicago" written around it. The inside swings open on a hinge located in the 
upper left corner. It has was made to look like a book with lots of indentations that are filled with 
black paint. Size: 1" wide by 1 1/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, some of the black paint is 
worn off the raised logo in the center. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 153 - Metal bottle opener with figural partially nude Egyptian as the handle and raised image 
of "Fort Dearborn" written above with "Chicago 1933" below. On the other side is the image of 
Travel and Transport Building with "A Century of Progress" below. Size: 4 1/2" long" by 2" wide. 
Condition: Fine, most of the bright finish is worn off. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 

 

Lot # 154 - A wooden plaque in the original box. The plaque is black and silver foil background 
with a celluloid insert picturing the "Administration Building" in the center. The foil is on a wooden 
backing. Around the outside foil is "A Century of Progress" with 2 logos above with "1934" on each 
side. Below the picture is "Chicago World's Fair". The center is multicolor. The box is a mailer (this 
was not mailed) with "Century of Progress" & "World's Fair Souvenir" and "Chicago 1934" all 
printed around the address space. Size: Plaque: 7" wide by 4 3/4". Box is 7 3/8" wide by 5 1/8". 
Condition: Box is Excellent. Plaque is Extremely Fine, a little paint loss near upper left corner of 
plaque. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 155 - Aluminum Washer with 2 Star of Arcturus logos next to the hole in the center. At the 
bottom is "U.S. Utilities". At the top is "A Century of Progress", "1934". Just under the hole is 
"Chicago". The back is blank. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 156 - Box of Souvenir Books of the Bible from "The American Bible Society". It consists of 
11 books of the Bible in its original box. The cover of the box is marked "A Century of Progress 
Souvenir", "The American Bible Society" and lists its agencies. The Hall of Science and the Star of 
Arcturus logo are pictured on the box. The back of each book has "Century of Progress" and 
"American Bible Society" printed on it. Size: 4 7/8" wide, 3 1/4" by 1 3/8" thick. Condition: Box is 
fine with a little paper loss, the books are excellent. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 157 - Large Mechanical Pencil in the original box. The pencil is 8 sided and marked "1933 
Chicago World's Fair 1934". The pencil works. The box is marked "A Century of Progress", "1934-
Chicago", "Eagle Automatic Pencil". Size: Box: 10 3/4" long by 1 9/16" wide by 1" thick. Pencil: 10 
3/8" long by 7/8" diameter at the eraser. Condition: Pencil is Excellent. Box: Very Fine with paper 
loss to corners and edges. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 

 

Lot # 158 - Wooden Dog with "World's Fair Chicago 1934" burned into it. The dog is cut out of a 
flat piece of wood. There are 2 holes in it, so it may be part of something bigger. Still quite cute. 
Size: 5 5/8" high by 4 1/2" wide. Condition: Very Good, bottom left, the foot, is chipped off. Overall 
soiling and a couple of dents in the wood. As mentioned above 2 holes, may be a piece off 
something. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 



 

Lot # 159 - Silver Colored Mechanical Match. It has a twist out striker and groove that is the metal 
strike pad along the left side. On the front is an embossed Star of Arcturus 1933 logo. The back is 
blank. The bottom is marked "The Match King, 260 5th Ave. New York". Size: 1 1/8" wide by 1 
3/4" high. Condition: Very Fine with a little surface wear and a few spots. 
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18 

$ 6 

 

Lot # 160 - Thermometer. Palm-size round thermometer in 8 sided metal holder with Star of 
Arcturus logo with "A Century of Progress" and "1934" in blue. Silver metal rim around the outside 
of the face and small hanging hook and stand (for standing) on the back. Size: 2 1/4" across by 2 
1/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, a little wear to the finish and a dent in the thermometer cover.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45 

$ 17 

 

Lot # 161 - Framed Thermometer with "Sky Ride" (image same as the postcard) inside a silver 
matting with black deco decorations "Century of Progress" written above the picture and "Sky Ride 
Chicago World's Fair" below. There is a silver metal frame around the whole piece. A string for 
hanging comes from the back. Size: 7 1/8" wide by 5 1/8" high. Condition: Excellent. The metal 
frame has light age toning. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 162 - Ink stamp. Black Plastic raceway shaped container with raised image of "Fort 
Dearborn", "A Century of Progress", "1833", "Chicago", "1933" on top. Opens up to an ink stamp 
on one side with name "Alfred Page" backwards and an ink pad on the other side. Metal finger loop 
on exterior. Made by "American Evatype Corp. Deerfield, Illinois". Size: 2 3/8" long by 5/8" wide 
by 3/8" thick. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 163 - Black celluloid tape measure with Star of Arcturus logo dated 1933 in gold on one side. 
The other side is a black & white photo image of the "Travel and Transport Bldg.", "A Century of 
Progress 1933". Size: 1 7/16" diameter. Condition: Good, end of tape is damaged & tape doesn't 
recoil if pulled out. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 164 - Pair of silver metal salt & pepper shakers each with a handle. Both have an embossed 
image of "Federal Building" with "1933", "1934", "Chicago World's Fair" written below. On the 
back is an embossed image of "Hall of Science" and with same inscription. On bottom "34A46 N. 
Shure Co. Importers Chicago" and "Made in Japan". The holes in one top are larger than the holes in 
the other. Size: Each is 1 1/2" by 2 1/8" (to the handle edge) by 2" tall. Condition: Fine, the finish is 
worn on both. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 165 - Bookmark. Triangular brass bookmark with small clip at top to mark place. The 
background is green enamel paint. At the very top is "A Century of Progress". The picture on the 
clip part is the "Sky Ride". Below is "Chicago 1934". Then from top to bottom are pictured 4 
buildings: "Travel and Transport Bldg", "Fort Dearborn", "Federal building" and "Science Tower". 
Size: 1 1/16" wide by 4 1/2" long. Condition: Extremely Fine, very light wear. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 166 - Unopened Deck of 54 Playing Cards marked "Century of Progress Playing Cards" with 
color drawing of the "Hall of Science, A Century of Progress Chicago 1933" on the back of each 
card. The face of each card is a regular playing card with the exception of the Ace of Spades which 
has the Star of Arcturus "1933" logo in center with "A Century of Progress" below. There is an extra 
card, a Contract Bridge information card that has no back picture. These cards come in the original 
box. The card back pictured on the box is yellow and the back of the cards are orange. Size: 4" x 2 
1/2" x 7/8". Condition: Cards are unopened and Mint. Box is Very Fine with a little wear and 
soiling. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 



 

Lot # 167 - Deck of 53 Playing Cards marked "Century of Progress Playing Cards" with color 
drawing of the "Hall of Science, A Century of Progress Chicago 1933". The face of each card is a 
regular playing card with the exception of the Ace of Spades which has the Star of Arcturus "1933" 
logo in center with "A Century of Progress" below. These cards come in the original box. The back 
of the cards are blue and white. Size: 3 7/8" by 2 5/8" by 11/16" thick. Condition: Very Good. 
Several cards have missing corners and the rest are well used. The aprons on the box are all 
separated at the corners. 
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10 

$ 2 

 

Lot # 168 - Enamel Ashtray with red rim and writing on a black background. In the center of the 
ashtray is written "Chicago World's Fair 1934" with 3 names written around it "Hazelbelle", 
"Mother" and "Dick". On the bottom is the original felt pad with "A Century of Progress", 
"Porcelain Enamel Institute". Size: 5 1/2" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, there is a little enamel 
missing from the edge at 5 o'clock. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 169 - Elongated cent with image of "Sky Ride" with "A Century of Progress", "Chicago 1933" 
written above. Usually this elongate does not state "Century of Progress". The back is blank. Size: 1 
1/2" wide by 13/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, age toning and a little off center. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 170 - Elongated cent with Star of Arcturus logo embossed vertically on it. Above the logo is 
"1934" and below is "A Century of Progress Chicago". The back is blank. Size: 1 9/16" high by 
13/16" wide. Condition: Very Fine with age toning and one small black spot. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 171 - Elongated penny with "Federal Building" embossed with "Chicago World's Fair" around 
the top and "1933" above the building. The back has a nice clear image of a 1926 Lincoln cent. Size: 
1 3/8" wide by 13/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with some age toning. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 172 - Elongated penny with "The Avenue of Flags" embossed on it with "World's Fair 
Chicago 1934" around the bottom. The back is blank. Size: 1 1/2" wide by 13/16" high. Condition: 
Extremely Fine with overall age darkening. Also coin is curved more than usual. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 173 - "Phot-o-coin", Photos inside circular embossed metal holder made to look like a token. 
Obverse: Star of Arcturus logo and "A Century of Progress Chicago" on bottom and "1934" at top. 
Reverse: Pictures "Federal Building", "Hall of States". Inside are photos and is marked ", "Franklin 
Specialty Co. Chicago, Ill.". There are 18 photos of the fair inside. Size: 1 5/8" diameter. Condition: 
Excellent. There is a small sticky spot where a sticker once was. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 



 

Lot # 174 - Red Poker Chip with the Star of Arcturus logo with "1934" above and "A Century of 
Progress Chicago" below". It is the same on both sides. Appears to be pressed cardboard. Size: 1 
1/2" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, small spot on one side. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 175 - Charm with Star of Arcturus logo with "1933" above and "1833" below the logo. The 
bottom half has "A Century of Progress Chicago". This is a silver plated brass charm. Hole is as 
made. Size: 7/8" diameter. Condition: Fine, much of the plating is worn off. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 176 - Long Brass Ice Cream Soda Spoon with the Star of Arcturus logo with "A Century of 
Progress Chicago" below. Below that is the Hall of Science, "1933" and "Official". Size: 8 1/4" long 
by 1" wide. Condition: Excellent with light toning. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 177 - Green Felt Banana-shaped Cap with white lettering "Century of Progress", "Chicago, 
Ill.", "1934". On the opposite side are the pictures of the "Administration Bldg.", the "Science" 
Building, and "Fort Dearborn" in white with pink highlights. Size: 10 1/2" long by 3 1/2" high. 
Condition: Fine, wear and a little cracking of the printing. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 178 - Tie clip with a brass finished attachment featuring the Star of Arcturus comet logo in the 
center, "1933" is in the comet tail and "Chicago" below. There is baked black enamel in the 
background. Size: 2 1/2" wide, logo is: 11/16" wide by 3/8" high. Condition: Very Fine, under 
magnification you can see that the enamel was not well made. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 179 - Brass Bracelet with cut out figures of Elephants and Buddhas. The center link contains a 
baked blue enamel disk with the Star of Arcturus logo with "1934" above and "A Century of 
Progress" below. This might have come from the Frank Buck exhibit's souvenir stand. Size: 6 1/2" 
long by 5/8" high. Condition: Overall it is Extremely Fine, but the loop at one end (where the other 
end would be attached when placed on the wrist) is missing. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 180 - Small Brass Pin with "AGA" (Probably American Gas Association) across the top with a 
flame rising at the bottom of the 'G'. Below is "Chicago" with the Star of Arcturus logo underneath. 
"19" is to the left of the logo and "33" underneath. Uncommon. Size: 7/16" wide by 11/16" high. 
Condition: Extremely Fine, a little wear to finish. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 181 - Adjustable Metal Ring with the Star of Arcturus logo with "19" above and "34" below. 
Underneath is "A Century of Progress Chicago". On the sides are a nice deco design. Size: 9/16" 
high. The opening is 3/4" by 7/8" (but can be adjusted). Condition: Fine, there was blue paint in the 
background, but it is gone from the top 3/4 of the space. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 182 - Cuff Compact and Bracelet combination. The silver colored cuff bracelet has a large 
green disk that opens to reveal a small compact and a mirrored surface. In the center of the green 
area is the Star of Arcturus logo with "A Century of Progress", "1833", "1933" written around the 
edge. Inside is a small powder puff and a sliding door where you would put the powder. Size: Green 
Disk is 1 5/8" diameter. Inside the cuff is 2 1/4" across. Quite an interesting combination. Condition: 
Extremely Fine, finish is a little worn on the logo. The compact is unused. 
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50 

$ 17 



 

Lot # 183 - Brass Cuff bracelet. Image of the skyline and shoreline of Chicago on both sides with the 
Star of Arcturus logo with "1933" above and "A Century of Progress Chicago" in the center. Size: 1" 
thick with a 2 1/4" opening at the widest. Condition: Excellent, slight discoloration. 
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18 

$ 6 

 

Lot # 184 - Brass Cuff Bracelet with (from left to right) "Federal" Building, "Lama Temple" with "A 
Century" above, (in the center) "Chicago" above and "1934" below with a space for initials in the 
square in the center, "Dairy Building" with "of Progress" above and "Travel" building at the end. 
Size: 13/16" at the widest with a 2 3/8" inside opening at the widest. Condition: Extremely Fine with 
a couple of small dark spots. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 185 - Pocket Knife with plastic handles. One side has 2 black and white pictures of fair 
buildings with "A Century of Progress", "World's Fair", "Chicago" and "1933" written around both 
pictures. On the other side is "World's Fair Chicago 1934". The knife has 2 blades. Size: 2 5/8" long 
by 1/2" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine, the gold sparkle under the plastic has turned a bit green. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 186 - Pocket knife with blue baked enamel Star of Arcturus logo with "1933" above and 
"Chicago" below. This is a single blade knife. Size: 2 1/4" long by 3/8" wide. Condition: Extremely 
Fine with a small dent in the back and light tarnish. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 187 - Pocket knife with brown marble handle. On one side is "A Century of Progress". On the 
other side is "Chicago - 1933". There are 2 blades in the knife. The bottom of the blade is marked 
"Camillus Cutlery Co Camillus N.Y. USA". Size:3 1/8" long by 1/2" wide. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 188 - Sliding Pocket Knife with brown marble design. Inset into one side of the knife is a 
rectangular metal piece with the Star of Arcturus logo with "1933" above and "A Century of 
Progress Chicago" below in front of blue background. Size: Closed: 3 1/2" long by 11/16" wide. 
Open: 5 5/8" long. Condition: Extremely Fine, however the blue on the logo is worn. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 189 - Pocket Knife with an attached oval picturing the Star of Arcturus logo with "1933" 
above and "A Century of Progress Chicago" below in front of a blue background. The knife has 2 
blades. Size: 2 3/4" long by 1/2" wide. Condition: Very Fine with light tarnish overall. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 190 - Set of 6 coasters. Each is a circular paperboard coaster with color foil surface with an 
Embossed image. 3 are the Star of Arcturus logo with "1934" above and "A Century of Progress 
Chicago" below. 2 are silver foil and one is gold. The other 3 picture the "Travel Building" with "A 
Century of Progress Chicago", "1933", "1934" above. Size: 3 3/4" diameter. Condition: Each is Very 
Fine with various minor imperfections. 
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18 

$ 6 



 

Lot # 191 - Silk Pillow Cover picturing from top to bottom, left to right: the "Sky Ride", "Federal 
Building", "Illinois Host House", "Hall of Science", "Electrical Building" and "Travel and Transport 
Building". The Star of Arcturus logo is in the 2 top corners and "World's Fair", "1933", "1934" and 
"Chicago" are written in the center. Size: Aprox. 19" square including the fringe. Condition: 
Extremely Fine with a couple of light stains and a little soiled. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 192 - Woven Tapestry Pillow Cover picturing the "Hall of Science". In the upper left corner 
written in a banner "Chicago World's Fair 1933". There is a fringe around the edge. Colors are 
turquoise, green, brown, red, yellow and beige. Size: 18" wide by 19 1/2" high. Condition: 
Excellent, a little soiled. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 193 - 29 thin metal disks with cutouts of the Star of Arcturus logo with "1934" above and 
"Chicago" below. All 29 of the disks are still attached to the wax paper backing. Size: Each disk is 
3/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine. There are tiny spots of rust on many of them. 
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 194 - 32 thin metal disks with cutouts of the "Transport" building. 31 of the disks are still 
attached to the wax paper backing, 1 is not attached. Size: Each disk is 3/4" diameter. Condition: 
Very Fine. There are tiny spots of rust on many of them. 
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 195 - Arrowhead Shaped Charm from "Ford Exposition 1934", "A Century of Progress 
Chicago, Illinois". On the back is marked "Anaconda Zinc", "99.99+% Pure", "Anaconda Copper 
Mining Company". Hole as made. Size: 1 5/8" high by 1 1/4" wide. Condition: Fine, some surface 
corrosion (zinc corrosion). 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 196 - Bronze Fob or key holder with advertisement for "Leonard" picturing a shield in the 
center with "Electric Refrigeration for the Home" around the edge (I had the "Kelvinator" one in the 
past). The reverse pictures an aerial view of the fairgrounds with "A Century of Progress 1933" 
written around the top and 3 men (2 are native American and one is frontiersman) at the bottom. 
There are 3 key loops hanging from the medal. Size: Medal is 1 3/16" diameter. Condition: Very 
Fine with a little wear and age toning. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 197 - Large Brass Plated Medal from "Walgreen" picturing their building with people in front 
and "Chicago. Century of Progress 1934" across the top and "Chicago" on the bottom. Reverse 
pictures the "Federal Building" and has "World's 1934 Fair" across the bottom. Size: 2 1/2" 
diameter. Condition: Very Fine with slight wear on the edges and a couple of high spots. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 198 - Large White Medal from "Walgreen" picturing their building with people in front and 
"Chicago. Century of Progress" across the top and "Chicago" on the bottom. Reverse pictures the 
"Federal Building" and has "World's 1934 Fair" across the bottom. Size: 2 1/2" diameter. Condition: 
Very Fine with some edge wear and on a couple of high spots. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 199 - Bronze Medal: Obverse: Picture of a pane of glass being shattered by a baseball with 
"Safety Glass" written above and "Sharpshooter" written below. Reverse: Around the edge is written 
"Carry this coin and be lucky" and "Use safety glass for greater safety". In the center is the Star of 
Arcturus logo with "1934" above and "Chicago" below. Around the logo are a wish bone, 4 leaf 
clover and a horse shoe. Size: 1" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with a little wear and one 
small light green spot on the edge. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 



 

Lot # 200 - Bronze Medal. Obverse: "Hoover Electric Cleaner" and features a man kneeling before a 
lady. Reverse: Pictures a building with "Souvenir of the Hoover Exhibit" below and "Century of 
Progress 1933" above. The rim edge is marked "Metallic Art Co. N.Y." Size: 1 3/16" diameter 
Condition: Very Fine with a little wear and some age toning. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 201 - Bronze Medal: Obverse: "Johnson winged 70 Gasolene" with the '70' in the center of a 
wing with "Time", "Tells" written on the wing. Reverse: The Star of Arcturus logo with "1833" 
above and "1933", "A Century of Progress Chicago" below. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: 
Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 202 - Bronze medal. Obverse: Pictures a seated woman holding a log cabin with the Chicago 
Skyline above the cabin and rays emanating from behind the woman. Around the edge is "Century 
of Progress" At the bottom has writing in small letters, "Greenduck Co. Chi", the medal maker. 
Reverse: Center is aerial view of Fair grounds with "1833", "1933" above and "Chicago" below. 
Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Excellent with light toning. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 

 

Lot # 203 - Union Pacific aluminum "Lucky Piece" with embossed image of bullet train in center, 
dated "1934". Reverse side has "A Sample of the aluminum in the new Union Pacific Train Built by 
Pullman Car & Mfg. Corp." Below is the "Alcoa" logo and "Aluminum Co. of America." Size: 1 
1/4" diameter. Condition: Excellent 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 204 - Medal: Around the rim "Michigan - A Century of Progress Exposition". The center 
features an eagle, two deer, and "1933, E Pluribus Unum", "Circumspice" and on the shield 
"TUEBOR". On the back "Come to Michigan to Play", "the Nation's Playground" and shows a map 
of the features Lake Michigan. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, it has a little 
discoloration. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 205 - Large Medal. Obverse: Pictures a man standing on wall with ""1833" on the left and 
"1934" on the right. His arms outstretched with "Research" under his left arm and "Industry" under 
his right. This is the same image as on the official medal. Reverse: Raised image of "Fort Dearborn" 
in the center with "A Century of Progress" around the top and "1833 Chicago 1933-4" around the 
bottom. The metal appears to be bronze with a dark coating. Size: 2 1/4" diameter. Condition: 
Extremely Fine with a little wear to the dark finish. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 

 

Lot # 206 - Official Commemorative World's Fair Medal. Obverse: Man standing on a wall that has 
"1833" & "1933" on it with "Industry" and "Research" written below each outstretched arm. 
Reverse: Aerial view of fairgrounds and around the edge "1933 A Century of Progress International 
Exposition Chicago". Size: 2 3/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, there is overall toning except 
where a price sticker was on the reverse. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 207 - "Lucky Penny" Medal with an Indian head on one side and on the reverse a picture of 
"Fort Dearborn" in the center, with "A Century of Progress", "1833- Chicago - 1933" around the 
edge. Size: 2 1/4" diameter. Condition: Fair, there is considerable rust/damage to both sides. 
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 208 - Bronze Medal. Obverse: Pictures Miss Chicago beckoning you with her index finger 
with a Native American in full head dress behind her. "1833" is to the left and "1933" to the right. 
Around the top is "A Century of Progress" with "Chicago World's Fair" along the bottom edge. 
Reverse: Pictures a bust of "Franklin Roosevelt" (his signature below bust) with "A New Deal" 
written around the top edge. Size: 1 3/16" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with overall age 
toning and a couple of dark areas. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 



 

Lot # 209 - Oval shaped Tray with raised images of the "Travel & Transportation Bldg. Chicago 
World's Fair." & "The Belgium Village Chicago World's Fair." There is a floral decoration around 
the edge. The tray is silver colored. Size5" wide by 3 1/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, a little 
wear to the surface. 
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 210 - Silver Colored Pot Metal Creamer with embossed design of the "Hall of Science" on one 
side and the "Federal Building" on the other. At the top of both sides, the creamer is marked "1933 
World's Fair Chicago 1934". On the bottom is "34A59, N. Shure Co., Importers, Chicago", "Made in 
Japan". Size: 4 1/2" wide by 2 1/8" deep and 2 1/8" tall. Condition: Fine, wear to the surfaces. 
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 211 - Pot Metal Tray with raised image of the "Agricultural Building, Chicago World's Fair". 
Around the edge is a flower pattern. The back is marked "Made in Japan". Size: 5 1/4' wide by 3 
15/16" high. Condition: Very Good, the brass coloring is mostly rubbed off and the image is a little 
worn. 
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 212 - 2 Plated Spoons, they have matching handles. One pictures the "General Exhibits 
Group" in the bowl and the other the "Science Court". The handles have Century Of Progress" at the 
top with below, in order: the Transportation Building, the Star of Arcturus logo, an American shield, 
the Hall of Science tower and "Chicago". On the back pictures at the top of the handle "Hall of 
Science", "Rostrum". Also marked "Oneida Community Par Plate". Size: Each is 5 15/16" long by 1 
1/4" wide. Condition: "Exhibits Group" is Very Fine with tarnish and some light scratches. "Science 
Group" is Fine is tarnish and many scratches on the bowl. 
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 213 - Spiral Bound "World's Fair Souvenir Book", "A Century of Progress Chicago 1934". 
Contains 64 pages of Black and White Photos taken by "Kaufman & Fabry Co. Chicago". Size: 10 
1/8" wide by 7" high. Condition: Very Fine, cover a little faded and pages are a little soiled. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 214 - Soft cover booklet: "A Century of Progress Exposition", "Official View Book" with 32 
pages of color drawings of the fair. Published by Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation, Chicago. Size: 
12" wide by 9" high. Condition: Fine, there is edge damage and corner damage to the cover and a 
little bend to the right side of the pages. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 215 - "Official Pictures in Color", "1934", "A Century of Progress". Spiral Bound soft cover 
booklet containing 32 single sided pages of color images of fair buildings with descriptions. Size: 
11" wide by 8 1/2" high. Condition: Fine, the cover is faded, creased and has a couple of tears. The 
pages have creases in the corners and a few are a little soiled. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 216 - Unused Postcard Folder "Chicago Magic City of Parks and Towers, The Exposition City 
of 1933 A Century of Progress". Inside are black and white pictures, half are the city and half are the 
fair. Size: 6 3/16" wide by 4 1/4" high. Condition: Although the piece is clean, one of the pages is 
missing (the other side is loose in the folder), so the overall condition must only be Good. 
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3 

$ 1 

 
Category: 1935 California Pacific International Exposition (217 to 217) 

 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 217 - Cache First Day Cover with the Official US Postage stamp cancelled with the fair's 
cancellation "California Pacific International Exposition Station" on "May 29 9-AM 1935". This 
"W. M. Grandy" cover pictures the "Mission San Juan Capistrano" with "California-Pacific 
International Exposition" at the top. Below the cache is "First Day of Issue", "May 29, 1935", "San 
Diego, California". Size: 6 1/2" wide by 3 5/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, light age toning and 
slight edge wear. 
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18 
 

$ 6 



 
Category: 1936 Texas Centennial (218 to 218) 

 
Held in Dallas 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 218 - Cache First Day Cover with the Official US Postage Stamp for the "Texas Centennial 
1836-1936". The cache pictures the "State Seal" with "Commemorating the Texas Centennial 1836 - 
1936", "First Day of Issue" below. The postmark is "Gonzales Texas Mar 2 9-AM 1936". Size: 6 
1/2" wide by 3 5/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with slight edge wear. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 

 
Category: 1936 Great Lakes International Exposition (219 to 219) 

 
Held in Cleveland Ohio 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 219 - "Great Lakes Exposition", "Official Souvenir Guide", "Cleveland 1936", 25 cents. This 
spiral bound soft cover booklet contains 56 pages of black and white photos and information about 
exhibits and special events at the fair. A must for any fair historian. Size: 6" wide by 9" high. 
Condition: Extremely Fine, a bend to the upper right corner that goes through the whole book. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 
Category: 1937 Greater Texas and Pan American Exposition (220 to 221) 

 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 220 - Enameled Charm with the Western Hemisphere in the center with "Dallas 1937" below 
surrounded by baked red enamel. Written around the center is "Greater Texas and Pan American 
Exposition". Size: 1" wide by 1" high. Condition: Fine, overall wear to the silver plating. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 221 - Unused Postcard of the "Pan-American Casino, Greater Texas and Pan-American 
Exposition, Dallas, 1937", picturing a multicolor image of the "Casino starring Fio Rito Band" with 
2 American Flags in front of the building. The card has the title at the bottom in Spanish, along with 
the number "7A-H1574". Marked on back "C.T. Art Colortone", "Made only by Curt Teich & Co., 
Inc., Chicago". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 1 



 
 

Category: 1939-1940 New York World's Fair (222 to 324) 
 

With the theme of 'World of Tomorrow', this fair was the first World's Fair to look into the future instead of just displaying man's 
achievements up to the current time. 

Note:  A VHS Tape, narrated by Jason Robards, is listed in the Modern Reference Section. 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 222 - Electric Alarm Clock. This clock, made by "Bantam" pictures on the dial the Trylon and 
Perisphere in front of "General Electric" pavilion. "New York World's Fair is printed near the 1 and 
under the T&P is "© NYWF". The housing is white plastic. There are 3 hands plus a hand to set the 
alarm time. I have not seen this clock before. Size: 4" wide by 2 1/4" deep by 3 3/4" tall. Condition: 
Overall Extremely Fine. The clock runs. 
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 200 

$ 50 

 

Lot # 223 - Set of 12 glass drink stirrers in the original box. The label on the box top has "New York 
World's Fair" "Hi-Ball Spoon Set by Kimble" with the Trylon and Perisphere. Inside are 12 glass 
high ball stirrers with a spoon shaped end. There are 3 spoons in each of the 4 colors. The colors are 
black, blue, green and amber. Printed on each spoon in white from top to bottom: A picture of the 
Trylon and Perisphere with "© NYWF" and "Trylon & Perishere" underneath. Tnext is "New York 
World's Fair" and finally "1939". The original cardboard divider is still in the box. Size: Each stirrer 
is 6" long and the bowl is 5/8" diameter. The Box is 8 3/4" wide by 6 1/2" by 1/2" thick. Condition: 
All the stirrers are Excellent. The Box is missing one end flap and has a couple of other tears in the 
aprons. The lable has a couple of corner crease. 
Estimate: $ 200 - $ 300 

$ 100 

 

Lot # 224 - Small Glazed Vase made at (as marked on the bottom) "The American Potter" "Joint 
Exhibit of Capital and Labor", "New York World's Fair 1940". This beautiful vase was hand turned 
and fired at the Fair. The American Potter exhibit was a group of 6 Pottery Companies. The glaze is 
a cobalt blue. Size: 2 3/4" tall by 2 1/4" diameter at the widest. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125 

$ 35 

 

Lot # 225 - Wedgwood style ceramic vase or urn with a raised white Trylon and Perisphere on the 
front with "New York World's Fair 1939" written around it and "© NYWF" below. There is a white 
decoration near the top and the bottom. Two small handles at the top. The bottom is marked "Japan". 
This is an uncommon size and shape of this style souvenir. Size: 5" tall by apx. 3" diameter at the 
widest. Condition: Extremely Fine, there is a black line on the shoulder and a couple of small flaws 
in the making. 
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50 

$ 15 

 

Lot # 226 - Black and White Photograph of the "Goodrich World's Fair Derby Winners - 1939". 
Below it lists all the winner's names. The photo is framed. Size: Including Frame 10 3/4" wide by 8 
3/4" high. Condition: Excellent, a little light wear on the frame. 
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 227 - Glass Tumbler with Blue picture of "Business Administration Building" in the center 
with blue stars at the top. Around the bottom is "New York World's Fair 1939" in orange with 
orange stars above it. Size: 2 5/8" diameter at the top by 4 3/4" tall. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 



 

Lot # 228 - Yo-Yo with Trylon and Perisphere printed on the side with "N.Y. World's Fair 
Swingtop" above and "Novel Pkg. Corp" below. The colors are blue and orange. Size: 2 1/4" 
diameter by 1 1/4" thick. Condition: Fine, the writing is a bit rubbed off and the blue and orange are 
worn. It has the original string. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 229 - Small baseball bat with gold printing on the end of the bat. One side pictures the Trylon 
and Perisphere with "World's Fair '39 New York" printed underneath. On the other side is 
"Webster's Esso Station 9 Mohawk Ave. Scotia, N.Y." There is a hole in the handle end, so it might 
have been a pen handle when it was made. Size: 4 15/16" long by 1/2" diameter (fat end of bat). 
Condition: Extremely Fine. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 

 

Lot # 230 - Cup from children's tea set. This cup is orange with a white Trylon and Perisphere in the 
center. This cup is from a set that includes the tea pot, cups and saucers, plates and sugar and 
creamer. Pieces from this set are uncommon. The bottom is marked "Made in Japan". Size: 2 3/4" 
from cup edge to edge of handle. It is 1 1/8" high. Condition: Fair, there is a large chip out of the 
side. 
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 231 - Sugar Cube from "Borden's Dairy of Tomorrow" with a nice picture of "Elsie" (this is 
the same on both large sides). On one edge is "New York World's Fair 1939". The other side has 
"Domino Pressed Tablets American Sugar Refining Company". Size: 1 3/16" by 3/4" by 3/8". 
Condition: Very Fine, a little soiled and a couple of small brown spots. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 232 - Aluminum Thimble with blue enamel paint on the bottom with raised writing "New 
York World's Fair", "1939 Taylor", "Pork Roll". Size: 7/8" high by 5/8" opening at bottom. 
Condition: Fine, a little paint is missing and a little out of round at the bottom. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 233 - Metal Key from the World's Fair Golden Key Contest. On the top of the key are the 
words, "World's Fair in New York 1940" Key is made by "Corbin". There is NO envelope. Size: 1 
3/4" long by 7/8" wide. Condition: Very Fine, a little sticker residue on the back. 
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 234 - Chocolate candy coin in gold colored foil with raised image of the Trylon and Perisphere 
with skyscrapers in the background on one side and two lions holding up a shield on the other side. 
Inside the shield is "R' and "Co" and below in a ribbon is "Rockwood & Co." The original chocolate 
is still in it, so the buyer should not eat this candy. This is the large size, we sold the small size in the 
last auction. Size: 1 9/16" diameter by 1/8"+ thick. Condition: Very Fine, some wear to the foil's 
gold and a little flattening of the image from sitting 75 years. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 235 - Mini purple felt pennant with a multi-color image of the World's Fair and the Trylon and 
Perisphere with the words, "The World of Tomorrow" on the top half of the pennant with the words 
"New York World's Fair" in white lettering across the bottom. On the left side is a sewn on yellow 
felt piece so that a stick could be inserted to hold the pennant. Size: 8 3/8" wide by 3 1/4" high. 
Condition: Very Good, the tip is missing and the image is a bit worn. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 



 

Lot # 236 - Two View-master reels of the fair, both in the their original paper holder. One reel is 
marked "88 New York World's Fair I" and the other is marked "89 New York World's Fair II". Each 
reel has 7 color stereo pictures. Size: Reels are 3 1/2" diameter each. Condition: Excellent, one of the 
covers is browning. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 237 - Badge with SyrocoWood disk hanging from an orange and blue ribbon. At the top is a 
brass bar that holds the ribbon. The disk has a raised image of the Trylon and Perisphere with "New 
York World's Fair" written around the edge and "1939" in the sky. Size: 2 7/8" high by 1 9/16" wide. 
Condition: Extremely Fine. The ribbon is soiled and there is a slight damage to the bottom edge of 
the disk. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 

 

Lot # 238 - Badge for "Order of the Eastern Star" (as written on the ribbon) with a one sided medal 
hanging from the bottom. Around the edge of the hanging medal "Grand Chapter 70th Annual 
Session", "N. Y. World's Fair 1939". In the center is a 5 sided star with an eagle at the top and 
different symbols in the star. Behind the star are 2 people. Under the star is "O", "E" and "S" in a 
ribbon with "N.Y." below. Size: 1 5/8" wide by 4 1/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, only light 
wear to gold letters. The safety pin in the back may not be original. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 12 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 239 - Bottle Opener or bubble blower in the shape of a nude woman. At the bottom is written 
"World's Fair 1939". In the center is an opening for the bottle cap. Her hands are clasped over her 
private parts. Size: 3 7/8" tall by 7/8" wide. Condition: Fine, there is discoloration on her left breast 
and rust in the back of both breasts. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 
Lot # 240 - Metal Clothes Pin with "N.Y. World's Fair 1940" written across the side. Uncommon. 
Size: 2 3/8" long by 3/8" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, shows a little wear. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 241 - "World's Fair Trylon - Perisphere Puzzle" in the original box, made by the "Helenhart 
Novelty Corp." Included are the original instruction sheet. Size: Box is 1" by 1" by 2 1/8" tall. 
Condition: Box is Extremely Fine. Instructions are Extremely Fine. Puzzle is broken and incomplete.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 242 - Planters Peanut large bowl pictures the Trylon & Perisphere with "Mr. Peanut" and is 
marked "New York World's Fair 1939". Size: 1 3/8" tall by 6" Diameter. Condition: Very Good, 
there are scratches in the bowl and a burn mark just above the T&P. 
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10 

$ 2 

 

Lot # 243 - 3 Match Books, all the same, advertising "Wrigley's Spearmint Gum" with a picture of 
the Trylon and Perisphere along with the gum package. Inside is written "Visit the Big Wrigley 
Exhibit Food B'l'd'g. - North New York World's Fair". There are no matches in any of the match 
books. Size: Open they are 4" wide by 1 9/16". Condition: Overall they are Fine. There are no 
matches in the books. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 12 

$ 3 



 

Lot # 244 - Small mailer box with picture of "Father Knickerbocker" on the cover and "World's Fair 
1939" along with a chopped off picture of the Perisphere and other New York City Landmarks. The 
mailing address space is on the bottom. There is Nothing in the box, it is empty. Size: 2 1/4" by 3" 
by 1/2" thick. Condition: Very Good, there are stains on 20% of the top. 
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10 

$ 2 

 

Lot # 245 - Blue glass swizzle stick from "Hotel Governor Clinton New York" with a small Trylon 
and Perisphere with "New York World's Fair 1939" printed to the left and a tiny "©NYWF" below. 
Also marked in tiny print "© Higgins Corp Brooklyn". Size: 6" long. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 246 - Set of 7 Coasters in the original brown cardboard mailing box.. Addressed to a Mrs. 
Kramer from the Great A&P Tea Company in New York, NY. The coasters are held in a black 
plastic holder. Each coaster has a raised image of the Trylon and Perisphere and the words, "1939", 
"New York World's Fair". Colors include 2 red, 2 yellow, 2 green and 1 blue. Missing one blue 
coaster. Size: 3.25" x 1.25" x 3.5"; tray set is: 3" in diameter. holder is 1"deep" Condition: Excellent 
- minimal wear. One Blue coaster is missing from set. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 247 - Black and white photo of a man in a metal frame with a "Panorama of the New York 
World's Fair 1940" printed on the back in black and white. Made by "International Mutoscope Reel 
Co., Inc. Long Island City, New York." Photo was taken on "10-16-40" (almost the last day). Size: 2 
5/8" by 3 1/8". Condition: Very Fine, there is a scratch in the photo and a few small brown spots on 
the back. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 248 - "100 Approved Movie Views" for Pathegrams Cine'Vue", "1939 New York World's 
Fair" with "Exclusively Licensed by the New York World's Fair 1939, Inc." The box contains three 
rolls of Movie view filmstrips each in its own small cardboard box. The boxes inside are "New York 
Views Nos.5-6-7". Each box has the Trylon and Perisphere on the top and Fair buildings around the 
sides. Made by "Pathegrams, Inc." Size: 3 3/16" wide by 2 1/4" deep by 1 1/8" thick. Condition: 
Extremely Fine with a little age toning of the box. The films appear to be Excellent with the original 
paper in the box. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 249 - Chicken and Rabbit shaped ceramic salt and pepper shaker. On the base is "New York 
World's Fair:" Two corks in the bottom hold the product in. Size: 3 3/4" wide by 1 3/4" deep by 2 
7/8" tall. Condition: Extremely Fine, crazing overall. There is a small flaw in the top of the rabbit's 
ear as made. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 250 - Blue and Orange Linen Sailor Hat with the words "New York World's Fair" with the 
Trylon and Perisphere in the center with "1940" above printed in orange around the brim of the hat. 
Size: aprox. 7" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, nice brite colors, a little soiled and a little out of 
shape. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 251 - Boy Scout Neckerchief. Blue cotton bandana with an orange border and 2 two circular 
medallion designs in opposite corners. The circle has an orange and white image of a boy scout with 
the Trylon and Perisphere and an eagle in the background with the words "New York World's Fair 
1939. Encircling the image are the words "Service Camp Boy Scouts of America." Size: 29 3/4" by 
30". Condition: Very Good, there are a few small holes and it's a little soiled. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 252 - Brass Bookmark with tassel picturing the "Christian Science Building" at the top. In the 
bottom is "New York world's Fair 1939". Uncommon. Size: 4 3/8" long by 1 3/8" wide. The tassel 
adds another 5 1/2". Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 



 

Lot # 253 - "Specimen" Ticket Booklet includes "General Admission" and "Midget Town or Winter 
Wonderland", "Good only June 29 Russell Manufacturing Co. Employees' Day". The booklet 
includes 10 coupons worth 5 cents each toward the admission to other attractions. The coupons have 
the same number as the tickets on the cover. There is also a back cover to the booklet. Holes have 
been punched through the ticket numbers. The ticket is over-stamped "Specimen". Size: 6" wide by 
2 1/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, a little wear to the ticket surface (near the center). 
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40 

$ 15 

 

Lot # 254 - "Specimen" Ticket for "General Admission" and "Midget Town or Winter Wonderland", 
"Good only June 30 Perth Amboy Day". Holes have been punched through the ticket number. The 
ticket is over-stamped "Specimen". Size: 6" wide by 2 1/4" high. Condition: Excellent, slight edge 
wear. 
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40 

$ 15 

 

Lot # 255 - Ticket Folder. This folder opens to have 3 panels. The center panel contains 17 of the 
original 20 adult admission tickets (coupons) to the 1939 New York World's Fair, good any day 
during the 1939 season. The cover has a blue Trylon and Perisphere with "New York World's Fair", 
"1939" and "20 - Admission Tickets - 20", "April 30 to October 31". The folder and tickets are 
numbered "V 35348". Inside is a place for a picture of the person who owns these tickets, the picture 
is missing. Size: Closed: 4" high by 2 1/2" wide. Opens to 7 1/2" wide. Condition: Very Fine, a little 
soiled and creased. 17 of the original tickets remain. The photo of the holder is missing. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20 

$ 7 

 

Lot # 256 - Square Lady's Compact with Brass top and blue cloth bottom. The top pictures the 
Trylon and Perisphere in the center with a blue enamel paint background. Around it is "1939", 
"New", "York", "World's Fair" with an orange background. The outer portion is decorated with 4 
fair buildings with blue background. Inside is the original pink/orange powder puff with "Columbia 
Fifth Avenue" written on it. Size: 2 3/8" square. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40 

$ 15 

 

Lot # 257 - Round Wooden Powder Compact with a round metal lid. The lid has raised images in 
brass with enamel paint around them. The image in the center is the Trylon and Perisphere with 
"1940 New York World's Fair" and a white background. Three buildings, including the 
Communications Building and Textile Building, are around the edge with an orange background. 
There is no powder puff nor powder residue. Size: 2 7/8" diameter. Condition: Fine, several spots in 
the white background and some light scratches to the brass areas. The powder puff is missing. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 258 - Lady's Compact. Blue Plastic compact with brass lid that pictures Trylon & Perisphere in 
the center and says "New York World's Fair" "1939". The lettering is in an orange enameled circle 
and the buildings are surrounded by blue enamel. The are 3 buildings pictured in the outer ring. Size: 
2 5/8 inches by 2 5/8 inches. Condition: Extremely Fine, There is some discoloration in the brass 
and couple of scratches in the blue plastic. The Blue and orange enamel is undamaged. 
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 259 - Square Powder Compact . The picture on the top is the Trylon and Perisphere 
surrounded by buildings and reflected in the fountain below. "New York World's Fair" is written 
under the T&P on a black background. Inside is an unused pink colored puff. It is marked 
"Gwenda", "Made in England". The bottom is solid black. Size: 2 1/4" by 2 1/4". Condition: Very 
Fine with light surface scratches. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 260 - Square Powder Compact with a cloth image of the Cosmetics Building with "New York" 
above and "World's Fair" below. The initials "M.H." were etched into the inside mirror. Size: 2 5/8" 
by 2 5/8". Condition: Very Good, the fabric is faded, the silver on the inside mirror is peeling off (is 
lifting off the back of the glass) and the powder puff is missing. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 



 

Lot # 261 - Large Format Color Transparency of Maison Coty with Star Pylon base.  
With its glittering surfaces and Hall of Perfumes, the Maison Coty Building was designed by Donald 
Deskey along with Architects John Walter Cross & Hamilton Hironimus to interest the female 
fairgoer. Located in the Community Interests Zone, this building was situated near the LIRR Gate at 
the rear of the Communications Building, where Main Street met Petticoat Lane. In the right 
foreground of this challenging and stunning composition is the base of the Star Pylon, which is 
seldom seen from such close vantage. At one hundred and thirty feet in height, composed of 
varnished Douglass fir with special concealed tubes for night illumination, it was the shining beacon 
of the Communications Zone. Careful eyes will note the presence of snow on the ground, indicating 
this is indeed a pre-fair image taken perhaps in February of 1939. Measuring just under 8" x 10", this 
is an original period large format vintage Eastman Kodak transparency, with the appropriate date 
code notches, perforations and markings for the time. Condition is superb with beautiful color 
retention as seen in the varnished fir and shining metal work. Reflections seen are from the back 
lighting - this transparency was photographed and not scanned, and will appear better than shown. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 262 - Large Format Color Transparency of the Grand Central Parkway with the 1939 New 
York Fair under construction 
An incredible rare sight in full and vivid Eastman Kodak color - the New York World's Fair of 1939 
during the final phases of construction, just prior to opening in April. Taken from Grand Central 
Parkway, the full spectacle of this vast wonderland can be appreciated in this magnificent 
transparency. The snow on the ground, ongoing construction and the finished Medicine mural by 
Willem de Kooning on Perylon Hall indicate a date after February, but well before opening. Work 
can be seen in progress on the Bridge of Wheels, as well as the very top of the deep blue Electrical 
Products Building at far right. The New York City Building (currently The Queens Museum), one of 
the last remaining structures from this exposition, can be seen on the left, with the two red Pylons of 
the Communications Building (nicknamed "the twin towers") rising in the distance. Of course, the 
towering Trylon and Perisphere, at six hundred and ten feet and at one hundred eighty feet 
respectively, dominate the scene. Measuring just under 8" x 10", this is an original period large 
format vintage Eastman Kodak transparency, with the appropriate date code notches, perforations 
and markings for the time. Condition is superb with rich and full color retention as shown with full 
blues, greens, yellows and reds in the mural detail. Reflections seen are from the back lighting - this 
transparency was photographed and not scanned, and will appear better than shown. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 263 - Large Color Transparency of the Ford Interior "Cycle of Production" 
Shown here in a comprehensive and very rare color interior view is the Ford "Cycle of Production", 
centerpiece of the Industrial Hall inside the Ford Building in the Transportation Zone. Designed as a 
rotating display to illustrate the combination of science and industry, this impressive exhibit was one 
hundred feet in diameter, thirty feet in height and weighed over one hundred and fifty tons. It 
detailed twenty seven raw materials from their origin through refinement and ultimate use in a Ford 
automobile. This was accomplished using one hundred and forty two animated wooden figures, 
eighty-seven different models and over one hundred and thirty thousand moving parts - all of which 
floated on two pontoons in twenty thousand gallons of water. Measuring just under 8" x 10", this is 
an original period large format vintage Eastman Kodak transparency, with the appropriate date code 
notches, perforations and markings for the time. Condition is superb with rich and saturated full 
color retention as the detail shows, especially in this low light situation. Reflections seen are from 
the back lighting – this was photographed and not scanned, and will appear better than shown. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 264 - Large Format Color Transparency of the Railroads on Parade with the base of the 
Corona Gate. 
An exceptional view one of the main entrances to the Rail Roads on Parade roundhouse, The West, 
with its beautiful and delicate mural above, along with an extreme detail of the base of Corona Gate 
North in the right foreground. The image was taken in the Transportation Zone at one of its two 
entrances. This sublime building was designed by Raymond Loewy with Outhwaite and Penhune; 
Eggers and Higgins served as architects. The snow indicates a pre-fair date in keeping with some of 
the other slides in this auction; perhaps March 1939. Measuring just under 8" x 10", this is an 
original period large format vintage Eastman Kodak transparency, with the appropriate date code 
notches, perforations and markings for the time. Condition is Superb with rich and saturated color 
retention as shown in the reds and strong blues in the detail provided. Reflections seen are from the 
back lighting - this transparency was photographed not scanned and will appear better than shown. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 



 

Lot # 265 - Medium Format Color Transparency of The Hall of Nations looking toward the Food 
Zone. 
A superb overview of the Government and Food Zones at the New York World's Fair of 1939. 
Taken from the roof of the Romanian Pavilion looking south, the Hall of Nations, Lagoon, the Court 
of States and several buildings in the Food Zone can be spotted such as Kraft Foods and the tower of 
the Standard Brands building. The Distilleries facade, Petroleum, even DuPont and Westinghouse 
can be seen in the distance. To the left is the Russian Pavilion with its imposing stainless steel 
sculpture of "Joe the worker" and towering base of red gasgan marble. The presence of this building 
indicates the first season. The quality of this transparency allows incredible enlargement revealing 
these details and more from this most unusual vantage point. The large single flagpole is one of the 
two that remain on site to this day. It should be noted that its eagle final is not of German origin but 
is simply a Deco rendering by Robert Foster, who did several pieces for this exposition, such as the 
figure of Mercury for the Ford pavilion. Measuring just under 5" x 7", this is an original period large 
format vintage Eastman Kodak transparency, with the appropriate date code notches, perforations 
and markings for the time. Condition is superb with very good color retention as shown in the reds 
of the flag and the greens near the Court of States. Reflections seen are from the back lighting - this 
transparency was photographed and not scanned. Transparency will appear better than suggested by 
these images. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 266 - Medium Format Color Transparency of The Lagoon of Nations and Government Zone. 
An expansive view of the Lagoon of Nations and surrounding Government Zone at the New York 
World's Fair of 1939. Taken from the area of the Court of States looking north, this medium format 
transparency details the Lagoon with its water jets and apparatus for the nightly display. The evening 
show of water, light, fireworks, and flame in tandem with stereo music was most impressive and 
remains a fondly remembered feature of this great exposition. Across the fountains, the distinctive 
pavilions of Great Britain and Italy can be seen rising in the distance; to the right is the Hall of 
Nations leading to the United States Federal building. The amount of water emanating from the 
water jets shown here suggests the sheer volume and weight of water used in the daytime and night 
displays. Indeed, when operating at maximum capacity, twenty tons of water could be airborne. The 
flagpole at left bearing the United States flag is one of the two that remain in the park. Measuring 
just under 5" x 7", this is an original period large format vintage Eastman Kodak transparency, with 
the appropriate date code notches, perforations and markings for the time. Condition is superb with 
wonderful color retention as seen in the multiple delicate neutral shades of the foreign exhibit 
buildings. Reflections seen are from the back lighting - this transparency was photographed and not 
scanned. Transparency will appear better than suggested by these images. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 267 - Small New York World's Fair knife and leather sheath. Knife has a 2 1/8" blade and a 
white mother of pearl like handle with the words, "New York World's Fair 1940" in orange and the 
Trylon and Perisphere printed in blue. At the base of the blade is "Hammer Brand" (I think it starts 
with an 'h'). Sheath is made of a medium brown leather with "Bowie Bantam" pressed into the 
leather and a snap fastener to hold the knife in. Size: 1" wide by 4 1/4" long by 1/4" thick. 
Condition: Extremely Fine, minor wear, blade has wear at the bottom where the maker name is 
written. The World's Fair printing is Excellent. Sheath is in Extremely Fine condition. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 268 - Pocket knife with plastic mother of pearl handles. On one side is printed in blue the 
Trylon and Perisphere with "New York" written in blue above and World's Fair" written in orange 
next to the picture. "1939" is written in orange below. The other side is blank. There is 1 blade and a 
loop at the end of the handle for hanging on a chain. The knife handle has a curve similar to a 
straight razor. The knife was made by "Colonial Prov R.I." Size: Handle is 2 9/16" long by 3/8" 
wide. Condition: Excellent with some dark spots on the blade. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 



 

Lot # 269 - Pocket Knife with picture of the "Statue of Liberty" on one side and the Trylon and 
Perisphere with "New York World's Fair 1939" on the other. The colors are red, black and white. 
There are 2 blades. Made by "Colonial Providence". There is a loop at the end for hanging on a 
chain. Size: 3 1/8" long by 1/2" wide. Condition: Very Good, the Status of Liberty side has a piece 
1/8" wide missing all across the bottom and cracks at the top. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 270 - Small Knife, a pen knife, on a chain with "N.Y. World's Fair" printed on the plastic 
mother of pearl handle. Single blade. Size: Handle is 1 3/4" long by 3/8" wide. Condition: Very 
Fine, a little wear to the lettering. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 271 - Key Shaped Pen Knife, "Key to New York World's Fair" with a tiny Trylon and 
Perisphere. There are 2 blue lines around the top of the key. The knife has a single blade. There is a 
key chain through the hole at the end. The knife was made by the "Syracuse Knife Co. U.S.A." 
Uncommon. Size: Handle is 2" long by 7/8" at the widest. Condition: Handle is Excellent. Knife 
blade has one tiny spot of rust at the bottom. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 272 - Matchbook from the "Iraq Pavilion", "Garden of Eden Café", "Aew York World's Fair". 
Printed on the matches inside is a picture of a plant with "Iraq Dates" below. Size: 1 1/2" wide by 2" 
high. Condition: Near Mint. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 273 - Pair of small wooden shoes tied together with a brown string. The fronts of each shoe are 
red with green, orange and yellow dots. The bottom of one is marked "New York World's Fair" and 
the other "Hungary". Size: The shoes are each 1 1/4" long by 7/16" wide. Condition: Very Fine with 
some small damage. 
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18 

$ 6 

 

Lot # 274 - Elongated cent from the New York World's Fair. In the center is the image of the Trylon 
and Perisphere with "New York World's Fair" and "The World of Tomorrow" written around the 
edge. In the sky is "1939". A 1938 Lincoln Cent is visible on the back. Size: 1 5/8" high by 3/4" 
wide. Condition: Very Fine with overall age toning to the finish. 
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18 

$ 6 

 

Lot # 275 - Bronze Award Medal for the "National Poster Competition". A nation wide competition 
was held to create posters for the fair and this medal was issued to the winners. The obverse pictures 
a shirtless man painting the Trylon and Perisphere on a canvas with an eagle above in the center. The 
words "National Poster Competition" are around the edge. At the bottom is "Award To" and the 
name "J Nemmers" etched below. The Reverse pictures the Trylon and Perisphere and has "1939" 
and "New York World's Fair" written on it. The edge of the medal is marked "Whitehead - Hoag". 
This medal is uncommon. Size: 2" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with some small spots on 
the reverse. 
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 200 

$ 50 

 

Lot # 276 - Large bronze medal with a raised image of the Trylon and Perisphere and the George 
Washington Statue with the words, "New York World's Fair 1939" on one side. The back is marked 
around the rim at top "The World of Tomorrow" featuring the rising sun behind the Trylon and 
Perisphere, in the center "Today" with a picture of the New York City skyline, and "Yesterday" 
along the bottom with a Dutch landscape with a windmill. Size: 2 1/2" diameter. Condition: 
Excellent - minimal wear. 
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50 

$ 17 



 

Lot # 277 - "Music Hall" medal with building on one side and Trylon and Perisphere with and "New 
York World's Fair" on the other side. Size: 7/8 inch diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, slight 
wear to the surface. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 278 - Small brass disk with raised image of the Trylon and Perisphere with "World's Fair 
N.Y." written around the edge and "1939" written above. The background is painted in orange and 
blue. There are 2 holes where this was either originally attached to something else, or was supposed 
to be attached to something else. The edge is serrated. Size: 5/8" diameter. Condition: Extremely 
Fine, very light wear and light age toning. 
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10 

$ 2 

 

Lot # 279 - Small Celluloid button, "I Was There" around bottom. In the center pictures Trylon and 
Perisphere with "New York World's Fair" around the top and "1939" in the center. Colors are blue 
and orange on white. Complete with pin. Size: 9/16" diameter. Condition: Excellent 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 280 - 1939 pin back badge top made of embossed (pressed) brass shell with "1939", "New 
York World's Fair" and the Trylon & Perisphere embossed on it. There is a space for an insert 
(probably a name) and for a ribbon to hang on the bottom. This piece was never used to make the 
badge. Size: 2" wide by 1 1/4" at the tallest. Condition: Very Fine a little wear on the Perisphere, a 
few scratches and the bottom bar is a little bent. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 281 - Brass Pin in the shape of a small Spoon with an embossed Trylon and Perisphere at the 
end and "N.Y. World's Fair written down the handle. There is a tiny hole at the end of the handle as 
made. Uncommon. Size: 1 7/8" long by 7/16" wide. Condition: Very Fine with spots in the finish 
and dark areas on the lettering on the handle. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 282 - 2 piece pin connected by a chain on the original card. One end is a heart with an arrow 
going through it with a blue disk in the center that pictures the Trylon and Perisphere with "World's 
Fair" above and "New York" below. "1940" is next to the T&P. The smaller end has "40" inside blue 
paint. The original card has "14 K Gold Finish" written in the upper left corner. Size: Heart is 7/8" 
high by 3/4" wide. The card is 3 1/8" wide by 2 1/4" high. Condition: Mint on the original card. The 
original plastic cover of the card is still intact. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 

 

Lot # 283 - 2 Piece Pin on Original Card. The 2 parts are connected by a chain with the main part 
having the Trylon and Perisphere with "1939" above it and "World's Fair New York" around it. The 
left side of this part is orange enamel paint and the right side is blue. The chain connects to a small 
shield with an eagle on the top and "39" in the center surrounded by blue. The card has blue printing 
of "Official Souvenir", "N. Y. World's Fair" with the T&P in the corner. It is in the original plastic 
cover. "Lic. 186", "Blecher U.S.A." Size: Card: 2 1/ 4" wide by 1 15/16" high. Condition: Pin is 
Near Mint, Card and plastic are Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 284 - 2 Piece Pin: Brass Shell pin in the shape of the Trylon and Perisphere with blue enamel 
paint in the background. Across the bottom are the words, "© New York World's Fair 1939". 
Attached to the right hand side is a small brass metal chain with a smaller "39" pin at the end. Size: 
T&P pin is 1 3/4" wide by 1 1/8" high. Overall length with pin, chain and "39" pin is 2 5/8" long. 
Condition: Extremely Fine, minor wear. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 285 - Key Shaped Pin with picture of the "Administration Building" surrounded by red baked 
enamel. Above the building is "New York World's Fair". Size: 2 1/8" wide by 3/4" high. Condition: 
Fine with scratches on the building and the key. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 



 

Lot # 286 - Brass Shell Pin in the shape of the Trylon and Perisphere with the words, "NY World's 
Fair" across the bottom. Size: 1 1/8" wide by 1 3/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, a little wear. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 287 - "Heinz" Pickle given out at the 1939-40 New York World's Fair. Size: 1 1/4 inch long. 
Condition: Extremely Fine. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 288 - Shirt Collar Bar with "New York 1939" & "World's Fair" in tiny writing on the bar and a 
Trylon & Perisphere on each end. Size: 2" long, the T&Ps are 1/4" high. Condition: Very Fine, 
probably will improve with a polishing. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 289 - Tie clasp with hanging plaque that pictures the Trylon and Perisphere with "1939" 
above. There is a little frame around the T&P. At the bottom is "N. Y. World's Fair" with a copyright 
below. Made by "Swank" (marked on back). This is an unusual tie clip. Size: Clip is 2 1/8" long. 
Plaque is 1/2" wide by 3/4" high. The plaque hangs 1 1/2" below the bar. Condition: Extremely Fine, 
a little wear to Perisphere. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 290 - Brass Tie Clip with oval front that pictures the Trylon and Perisphere with "New York 
World's Fair" around the top and "1939" at the bottom. Size: Front is 7/8" high by 5/8" wide. Bar is 
2 5/8" long. Condition: Fine, darkening and wear to the finish. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 291 - Brass Ring with oval front that pictures the Trylon and Perisphere with "New York 
World's Fair" around the top and "1939" at the bottom. Size: Front is 7/8" high by 5/8" wide. Ring is 
adjustable and is 5/8" wide by 3/4". Condition: Extremely Fine with slight age toning. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 292 - Sterling Silver Ring. The front has a raised Trylon and Perisphere with 1939 above all 
inside a rectangle. The back is marked (hard to read) "Van Shimat Newark" & "Sterling". Also "© 
N.Y.W.F." on the inside of the band. The ring is not adjustable, but the size is not marked on it. Size: 
Front is 3/8" wide by 9/16" high and the opening is 5/8" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, the ring is a 
little out of round and tarnshed. 
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40 

$ 15 

 

Lot # 293 - Rectangular brass locket charm in the shape of a book. On the front of the charm is 
"New York World's Fair" with the Trylon and Perisphere and the date "1939". The background is 
blue and red. Inside are spaces for 2 photos. Size: 13/16" wide by 1" high. Condition: Fine, some 
wear to the red and blue paint and a little denting in the back. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 294 - Bracelet with 5 round charms on linked bronze chain. The charms are: Bronze charm of 
Trylon and Perisphere with "New York World's Fair 1939" written around the edge; 
"Administration" Building pictured within orange enamel with "New York World's Fair 1939" 
written around the edge; Bronze raised bust of "Washington 150th Anniversary" with "1789 
N.Y.W.F. 1939" written around bust; "1939 Federal Bldg" with blue enamel surrounding the 
building; Trylon and Perisphere with "New York World's Fair" written around the edge with blue 
enamel background. Size: Each disk is 1/2" diameter and the bracelet is 6 1/2" long overall. 
Condition: There is one missing disk (the bracelet should have 6 disks), otherwise the condition 
would be Very Fine with some wear and age toning. The orange is flaking off the back of 3 disks. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 



 

Lot # 295 - Bracelet with 3 enamel flags (2 U.S. and one is the Fair's flag) and hanging letters "NY 
WOR DS FAIR 1939", notice the 'L' in 'Worlds' is missing. On the back of the WF flag is "New 
York Official 1939 World's Fair". On the back of the American Flags is "United States". Size: 
Overall length is 6 7/8". The enamel flags are 1/2" by 3/8". Condition: Fair because it's missing a 
letter, otherwise it would be Very Fine. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 296 - Child's Bracelet in the style of a belt, with an enamel disk containing the Trylon and 
Perisphere with "New York" and "1939" above and "N.Y.W.F." below. The bracelet is brass with a 
plastic band that looks like mother of pearl in the center, running all the way around the bracelet. A 
buckle next to the logo disk completes the belt appearance. Size: 2" by 1 7/8" and the it is 3/8" wide. 
Condition: Very Fine, a little wear to brass finish and to edge of disk. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 297 - Bracelet. Fixed size metal bracelet, marked inside 'made in Italy', says "New York" 
"World's Fair" "Souvenir" and pictures Statue of Liberty, stylized Trylon & Perisphere and tall 
buildings. Also marked "1939" above statue's head. Size: 2 5/8 inches inside diameter by 7/16" inch 
wide. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 298 - Silver-plated spoon with blue enameling at top of handle around Trylon and Perisphere. 
Handle is marked "New York World's Fair - World of Tomorrow". "1939". Back is marked 
"Wallace AI - N.Y.W.F. Lic 1113." Size: 6 inches long by 1 1/4 inch at the widest part of the bowl. 
Condition: Extremely Fine with a little tarnish. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 299 - Sheet Music "You Think of Everything", "Featured in Billy Rose's 'New Aquacade' at 
the New York World's Fair 1940". The cover pictures "Eleanor Holm and the Trylon and Perisphere. 
Size: 9 1/8" wide by 12 1/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, small stain on back cover. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 300 - Sheet music for "Yours For A Song" featured in Billy Rose's "Aquacade" at the WF. The 
cover pictures the Trylon and Perisphere. Size: 12 1/4" high x 9 1/4" wide. Condition: Fine, some 
creases in cover's corners and scratches in the cover. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 301 - Paperback Book: "New York Advancing: World's Fair Edition". This book contains 
information about New York City and official guide to the City of New York exhibit building. The 
book is 270 pages with the last 8 pages devoted to the fair. Size: 5 3/4" wide by 8 7/16" high. 
Condition: The cover has damage and there is a 1" tear in the spine. The pages inside are clean. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 302 - Booklet "Where to Go and What to See in New York and at the World's Fair", given out 
by "The Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States", "Meet me at the Garden of 
Security". This 118 page booklet with blue cover with orange lettering dedicates the first few pages 
to Equitable's "Garden of Security" at the fair, later 10 more pages about the fair and then continues 
with everything one needs to know when visiting New York City including loads of pictures. Size: 4 
1/2" wide by 6" high. Condition: Very Fine, wear to covers a little damage to a couple of pages. 
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10 

$ 2 



 

Lot # 303 - "The City of Light Presented by Consolidated Edison", a 24 page booklet that pictures 
the outside of the pavilion on the cover and has a black and white fold out on the last page of "The 
City of Light". Inside, printed in black and blue, are pictures and drawings showing New York and 
giving information about the electrical supply system. Size: 14" wide by 10" high. Condition: Fine, 
has spots on the cover and on some of the pages. There is a little damage to a couple of pages. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 304 - Folder, paper, "Hearing Test using Musical Tones" "Bell Telephone Exhibit" "New York 
World's Fair 1940". Inside are instructions on how to take the test and the test was taken by someone 
in pencil. Size: 8 3/4 inches high by 4 1/8 inches wide (open 8 1/4 inches wide). Condition: Very 
Fine, one light brown spot inside and the test is filled in with pencil. 
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 305 - Flyer "What to See Today at the Chrysler Motors 5 * Show", "60 Minutes of Magic". 
The flyer lists what is Featured in the show and also has a game that you play along with the 
Chrysler exhibit. Printed on a parchment type paper. Size: 8 3/4" wide by 12 1/4" high. Condition: 
Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 306 - Hard Cover Book, "Mostra D'Arte Contemporanea Italiana" or also in English 
"Exhibition of Italian Contemporary Art" from the "Italian Pavilion of the New York World's Fair 
1939". The book contains 146 pages of black and white pictures of the art that is in the Italian 
Pavilion with captions. Size: 5 5/8" wide by 8 7/8" high. Condition: Very Good, only because the 
covers and spine are completely disconnected from the pages (the pages are all together, but they 
could fall apart with a little use). 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 307 - Soft Cover Magazine "Commerce Japan". 6 pages of the 94 pages contained in the 
magazine cover both the New York and the San Francisco Fair. The rest of the magazine is devoted 
to all other aspects of Japanese business including locomotives, watches, toys and much more. The 
magazine is written English, Fench and Spanish. Size: 10 1/2" wide by 13 5/8" high. Condition: 
Very Fine a little edge damage to cover and light water damage to outer edge on some pages. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 308 - Saraka Booklet, titled "The Amazing Recovery of Inbad the Ailer", "A motion picture 
presented at the New York World's Fair by the makers of Saraka", "Photographed in Technicolor". 
The inside contains 18 pages of color pictures of the movie (its an animation). Size: 7" wide by 5 
1/16" high. Condition: Fine, there is a little piece of the corner missing on the back cover. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 309 - Large envelope with the printed return address "NEWS from the New York World's 
Fair", "Administration Building", "World's Fair, New York". The envelope is addresses to the 
"Managing Editor", "Diario de Noticias", "New Bedford, Mass." There is a 3 cent postage meter 
date "Jul 24 '39". Size: 11 1/2" wide by 5" high. Condition: Fine, there are several tears on the edges, 
the envelope has been torn open on the back and the closing flap is missing a large piece. 
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10 

$ 2 

 

Lot # 310 - Envelope containing "54 Official Poster Stamps" all in color. The envelope pictures the 
Trylon and Perisphere and has "New York World's Fair" written along the bottom. The stamps 
picture different pavilions. Size: Envelope is 7 3/4" wide by 5 1/2" high. Condition: The perforations 
are separated between many of the stamps, almost completely down the center. The stamps are 
bright and clean. The envelope is torn across the back and has tape on it. 
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 311 - Set of 41 pieces of paper with "1939", "New York World's Fair", "1940" printed on 
them. Size: Each is 8 15/16" wide by 2 1/2" high. Condition: 37 are Excellent, the other 4 are 
damaged. 
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10 

$ 2 



 

Lot # 312 - Multicolor Unused Postcard picturing "The Turkish Pavilion, New York World's Fair" 
made by "Tichnor Brothers Inc. Boston". It is numbered "WF60". Size: 5 3/;8" wide by 3 7/16" high. 
Condition: Extremely Fine and unused. 
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 313 - Multicolor Unused Postcard picturing "The Peru Building, New York World's Fair" 
made by "Tichnor Brothers Inc. Boston". It is numbered "WF51". Size: 5 3/;8" wide by 3 3/8" high. 
Condition: Extremely Fine and unused. 
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 314 - Unused Multicolor Postcard picturing (marked on back) "Rotunda of the Christian 
Science Building at the New York world's Fair". "D. E. Kane, N. Y." was the photographer and the 
card was printed by Marbridge Printing Co." NYC. Size: 5 5/16" wide by 3 7/16: high. Condition: 
Excellent and unused. 
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 315 - Unused Multicolor Postcard of the "Polish Pavilion", "New York World's Fair". The 
picture is a "'Hussar' of the 16th century". Published by "Albertype Co." Brooklyn. It claims to be 
"Genuine Handcolored Post Card". Size: 3 7/16" wide by 5 7/16" high. Condition: Very Fine, a light 
marks at 7 o'clock and slight corner damage. 
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 316 - Unused Multicolor Postcard of the "Perisphere and Helicline at Theme Center" and on 
the bottom "New York World's Fair" and "A-41". This card is unused. The back is marked 
"Officially Licensed by New York World's Fair", "Colortint", "Made by Grinnell Litho Co., N. Y. 
C." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine, slight damage to corners. 
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 317 - Unused Black and White Postcard that is an "Actual Photograph" of the "View of the 
Theme Center as seen from Washington Monument.", Number "257", with a copyright and "New 
York World's Fair" below the image. It is marked 'Licensed" and "A. Mainzer New York, N.Y." on 
the back. Size: 3 1/2" wide by 5 7/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, there is a little writing on 
the back, but not addressed or mailed. 
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 318 - Unused Black and White Postcard that is an "Actual Photograph" of the "The 
Netherlands Pavilion, Continental Ave.", with "New York World's Fair" below the image. It is 
marked "Universal Co." on the back. Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Fine, Some 
brown staining on the back, not visible from the front. 
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 319 - Unused Black and White Postcard that is an "Actual Photograph" of the "Italian 
Pavilion", Number "273", with "New York World's Fair" below the image. It is marked 'Licensed" 
and "A. Mainzer New York, N.Y." on the back. Size: 3 1/2" wide by 5 7/16" high. Condition: 
Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 320 - Unused Black and White Postcard that is a photograph of the rose garden at the Gardens 
on Parade with the Italian Pavilion and the Russian Pavilion in the background. Size: 5 1/4" wide by 
3 3/8" high. Condition: Very Fine, very tiny damage on the right side. There is also pencil writing on 
the back. 
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 321 - Unused Black and White Postcard with a picture of the "Greek Pavilion", "New York 
World's Fair". Size: 5 3/8" wide by 3 7/16" high. Condition: Very Fine, a little corner damage. 
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5 

$ 1 



 

Lot # 322 - Unused postcard with a black and white picture of the "Food" mural, one of the "Murals 
at the World's Fair of 1940, New York". The postcard was "Printed by The Meriden Gravure 
Company, Meriden, Conn." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 9/16" high. Condition: Fine, damage to bottom 
left corner and light creases at top left. 
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 323 - Unused Black and White Postcard of the "Japanese Pavilion", "The Diplomatic Room" 
that pictures the Mikimoto display with "Dedicated to the eternal peace and friendship between 
America and Japan" written on the wall in the back. This is "Copyright 1939 K. Tenniti" and 
"Published by the Albertype Company, Brooklyn, N.Y." Size: 3 9/16" wide by 5 9/16" high. 
Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 324 - Used Black and White Postcard of the "Japanese Pavilion", "The Silk Room" that 
pictures equipment to manufacture with silk at the bottom and a mural at the top of "Girls of Japan 
Raise Silkworms for raw silk". This is "Copyright 1939 K. Tenniti" and "Published by the Albertype 
Company, Brooklyn, N.Y." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 9/16" high. Condition: Very Good, there is a 
damage to all four corners, 3 thumbtack holes in the card and cancellation marks on the picture. 
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3 

$ 1 

 
Category: 1939-1940 Golden Gate International Exposition (325 to 347) 

 
Held in San Francisco, California. Also known as Treasure Island. 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 325 - Single box of Pathegrams Cine'Vue film. The top is marked Golden Gate International 
Exposition Views No. 2". The Tower of the sun and the fair logo are pictured on the front of the box. 
The box contains one film strip. Size: The box is 1" square by 2 1/8" tall. Condition: Very Fine with 
light brown spots. The film looks to be clear and viewable. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 326 - Figural "Sun Tower" made out of pot metal. The base is marked in raised letters "Golden 
Gate International Exposition San Francisco". Also marked "400", "Ft". Size: 2 1/2" wide by 1 7/8" 
deep by 7" tall. Condition: The top is broken off about a 1/2" down and glued back on. If not for 
that, it would have been excellent. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 327 - Leather Change Purse with the fair logo pressed in the center in a bronze color. There is 
a zipper at the top. Lot includes a box that is probably not original. Size: 3 3/4" wide by 2 7/8" high. 
Condition: Excellent, a little age darkening above the logo. Looks to have never been used. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 328 - Complete Deck of 54 playing cards "Reflection View of the Exposition" including the 
joker and a contract bridge card. The back of each card is a picture of the fairgrounds reflected in the 
bay. The cards are standard playing cards. Size: Box is 2 1/2" by 3 3/4" by 13/16" thick. Condition: 
Excellent, a little wear to the box. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 



 

Lot # 329 - One piece, salt and pepper shaker set. Two oblong glass bottles are attached to a gray 
plastic base with a white Tower of the Sun pictured between the two glass bottles. On the opposite 
side is "1939". Across the base are the words, "Golden Gate" on one side and "International 
Exposition" on the other. In the center are two buttons, one black and one white that activate the 
corks at the bottom that releases salt or pepper. Size: 4" x 1.25" x 6" Condition: Fine, the base is a 
little warped, there is some darkening of the letters and pictures (might clean) and some sticker 
residue (that will clean off with goo-gone). 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 330 - Brass 6 sided Compact with fair logo in the center with "Golden Gate Exposition" 
written around the logo and "1939". Inside is a removable round cloth divider and a mirror. The 
bottom has a raised pattern. The compact comes in a yellow felt pouch. Size: 3 1/2" wide by 3 3/8". 
Condition: Extremely Fine with light age toning. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 331 - Round Ladies Compact with a multicolor celluloid aerial view on the lid of "Treasure 
Island", "Golden Gate Int'l Exposition", "San Francisco, Cal." Around the lid and the back is black 
enamel paint. It has the original puff. Size: 2 3/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, the celluloid is 
undamaged, but the black paint has chips. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 

 

Lot # 332 - Cache First Day Cover with Official US Postage Stamp from (as written around the 
aerial picture of the fairgrounds in the cache) the "Golden Gate International Exposition", "Treasure 
Island", San Francisco Nineteen Thirty-Nine", "First Day Cover". The stamp is cancelled "Golden 
Gate Station", "San Francisco Feb 18 9-AM 1939 Calif." Size: 6 9/16" wide by 3 5/8" high. 
Condition: Extremely Fine slight browning and a few light creases. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 333 - Elongated 1928 D Lincoln cent. "1940" across the top, "San Francisco" under the bridge 
to the left, "Treasure Island" under the aerial view of fairgrounds and "Golden Gate Int Exposition" 
across the bottom. There is a visible image on the other side. Single hole at right edge. Size: 1 5/16" 
wide by 3/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with overall age toning. 
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18 

$ 6 

 

Lot # 334 - Wooden Pin with logo in the center. The logo pictures the Tower of the Sun in the center 
with "19" to the left and "39" to the right. Around the edge is "Golden Gate Exposition". Size: 1 5/8" 
diameter. Condition: Very Fine, some crazing to the finish on the wood and toning and light spots on 
the logo. 
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18 

$ 6 

 

Lot # 335 - Cut Out Metal Pin with San Francisco Skyline surrounding a large "Coit Memorial" 
Tower. Around the top is "Golden Gate Exposition 1939". There is a sun in the sky on the left and a 
plane in the sky on the right. Uncommon. Size: 1 7/16" wide by 1 3/8" high. Condition: Extremely 
Fine with light age toning overall. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 336 - Adjustable Ring with round logo with blue enamel paint background. In the center is the 
Tower of the Sun, the bridge and the sun peaking out behind the tower. "San Francisco Bay" and 
"1939" are written above. Around the edge is "Golden Gate International Exposition". Size: Logo is 
1/2" diameter. Ring opening is 3/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, a little wear to the surface. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 

 

Lot # 337 - Brass Bookmark with the fair logo at top with "Golden Gate International Exposition " 
written around it. In the center of the bookmark is the Tower of the Sun. The background is in dark 
green. Size: 5" long by 1" wide. Condition: Very Fine, some wear to the brass finish. The green is all 
there. 
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18 

$ 6 



 

Lot # 338 - Aluminum Medal "1939 San Francisco Bay" over Oakland Bay Bridge with Tower of 
the Sun. Around the image "Golden Gate International Exposition". Reverse: In center pictures 2 
train engines next to a "Union Pacific the Overland Route" Shield. Around rim "Road of the 
Streamliners and the Challengers" "Union Pacific" at bottom. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: 
Excellent 
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 2 

 

Lot # 339 - Soft Cover Booklet, "Pageant of the Pacific" "Golden Gate International Exposition 
Official Views. The booklet has color covers and inside are 24 pages of black and white photos of 
the buildings with a description. There is even a picture of the Ferris Wheel. Size: Booklet: 13 5/8" 
wide by 10 5/8" high. Condition: Very Fine with bending to the cover's corners and a little wear to 
spine. Inside is clean. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 340 - Soft Cover Booklet, "I Saw That", "Official Camera Album views 1939 1940 World's 
Fair on San Francisco Bay". This 32 page booklet is full of black and white pictures of the fair with 
captions. There are some different shots of people, exteriors and even the swan boats. An uncommon 
booklet. Size: 10 3/4" wide by 8 1/4" high. Condition: Very Good, The bottom right corner of the 
cover is folded and torn1". The top right corner is folded with 2 small tears. The inside is clean. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 341 - Soft Cover Booklet, "Treasure Island", "Go by Train, see all the West in Speed, Comfort 
and Safety", "Golden Gate International Exposition on San Francisco Bay - May 25 to September 
29, 1940". This 24 page booklet contains information and pictures of the fair, with the last 4 pages 
being devoted to San Francisco and surrounding tourist areas. Size: 8" wide by 9" high. Condition: 
Very Good, spine damage and soiling. 
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 2 

 

Lot # 342 - Booklet, "Souvenir Program", "Treasure Island", "Daily Doings" listing the events of the 
day. This issue is from "Memorial Day ", "Thursday, May 30, 1940 (before Memorial Day was set 
to always fall on a Monday). Inside is a map with an index and numbers identifying each building. 
The printed sections include: "Today's Program", "Gayway", "Food and Refreshments", "Cocktail 
Lounges, Dining - Dancing", "Exposition Pleasure Highlights", "San Francisco Harbor and Bridges", 
"General Information" and "Transportation and Tours". The booklet is 12 pages. Size: Cover is: 4" 
wide by 9" high. The pages are 8" wide. Condition: Very Good, there is a bit of paper loss to the 
covers, crease and light edge stain throughout. 
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10 

$ 2 

 

Lot # 343 - Chapter taken out of "Interior Design and Decoration" Magazine, from "May" of 1939" 
showing "1939 Golden Gate Exposition". There are 30+ pages of pictures and description of 
"Architecture", Murals", "Sculpture", "Interior Design including arts and crafts" with many interior 
pictures that are not available in other publications. This section is stapled together. Size: 6" wide by 
9" high. Condition: Fair, it is just a piece of a book, but different than most. 
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 344 - Used Postcard with Multicolor picture of the "The House of Pure Virgin Wool 
Blankets", "Located in Homes and Gardens Bldg.", "Original Utah Woolen Mills Display at Golden 
Gate International Exposition 1939". The card is numbered "9A-H685" and was published by 
Curteich Chicago. Size: 5 9/16" wide by 3 9/16" high. Condition: Very Fine with a little corner 
damage. The postcard has a message and is postmarked "San Francisco". 
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 345 - Unused Postcard with multicolor picture of the "Triumphal Arch. Golden Gate 
International Exposition, San Francisco". Published by "H. S. Crocker Co. Inc. S. F." and numbered 
"66108" on the back and "C-10" on the front. Size: 3 3/8" wide by 5 7/16" high. Condition: Very 
Fine with a little corner damage and unused. 
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5 

$ 1 



 

Lot # 346 - Unused Postcard with black and white photograph of the "Evening Star - Court of 
Honor, G. G. I. Exposition '39". In small writing is "Moulin". Size: 3 3/8" wide by 5 3/8" high. 
Condition: Very Good, a little paper loss to both top corners. 
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 347 - Unused Postcard with multicolor picture of "Towers of the East and Temple Compound 
from Lakes of the Nations.", "California World's Fair on San Francisco Bay". The card is numbered 
"182" in the upper right corner and "9A-H494" on the right edge. The card was published by 
""Stanley A. Piltz Company, San Francisco" and this card is part of the "Pictorial Wonderland Art 
Tone Series". Size: 5 9/16" wide by 3 9/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with slight corner 
damage. 
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 1 

 
Category: 1958 Brussels International Exposition (348 to 348) 

 
The first major World's Fair to be held after World War II. This fair celebrated the return of Europe to its pre-war stature. 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 348 - Set of 24 Event Day Covers, 23 have stamps and cancellations (the cancellations are all 
different dates, the date of the specific event). The covers are all different. 20 of the covers have the 
same stamp and 3 others have different stamps. 20 of the postmarks state "Exposition Bruxelles" 
while the other 2 are fair related. A nice collection of covers. Size: Each cover is 6 1/2" wide by 3 
5/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine to Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 50 

$ 12 

 
Category: 1962 Seattle World's Fair (349 to 353) 

 
Also known as Century 21 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 349 - Doll in plastic dome case with handle. Doll has reddish hair and fancy white dress and 
wearing a yellow sash that has " Miss Seattle World's Fair 1962" written on it in blue. The dolls eyes 
open and close when the doll is placed in the horizontal position. There is a flower bouquet attached 
to her chest. The plastic case has a sticker on the side of the dome that reads: "Official Doll, Miss 
Seattle World's Fair, Seattle - 1962" along with the logo. The dome has a cardboard base. Size: Case 
is 8 3/4" high by 7" diameter. Condition: Doll is Near Mint and has never been taken out of the 
dome. Dome is Very Fine, has some scratches and light cracks. 
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50 

$ 17 

 

Lot # 350 - Glass Tray with black, white and gold printing on it. The image is a drawing by "Walt 
Ditzen" of a man and his wife looking at a pair of woman's legs that are covered in netted stockings. 
The tray is marked "Show Street - U.S.A.", "Seattle World's Fair", "Seattle, Washington, U.S.A." 
with the fair's logo to the right. The man is saying to the woman, "You go look at your scenery - I'll 
look at mine!" The glass itself is a dark smoky color. Size: 3 7/8" wide by 4 3/4" high. Condition: 
Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 



 

Lot # 351 - Pocket Knife with Yellow plastic strips on both sides of the handle. One side pictures the 
Space Needle with the Science Building in front. The other side has the logo with "Seattle World's 
Fair 1962" printed on it. The knife has 2 blades and was made by "Colonial Prov U.S.A." I am told 
this knife is made in other colors besides yellow. Size: Handle is 3 1/8" long by 3/4" wide. 
Condition: Exellent. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 352 - Metal Cigarette Case with the "Century 21 Exposition" logo in the center and the space 
needle to the right with "Seattle World's Fair 1962" in a ribbon above. Inside is a bracket that holds 
the cigarettes in place. Size:3 15/16" wide by 3". Condition: Extremely Fine with very light surface 
scratches. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40 

$ 13 

 

Lot # 353 - Tall Frosted Glass picturing "Century 21 Area" (an aerial view of the fairgrounds) in 
dark blue. Marked "Seattle World's Fair, 1962" in red around the bottom. On the back is the 
"Century 21" logo in turquoise. Size: 2 3/4" diameter by 6 1/2" tall. Condition: Near Mint. 
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8 

$ 2 

 
Category: 1964-65 New York World's Fair (354 to 428) 

 
With the theme "Peace Through Understanding" the fair was intended to promote Peace. 

2 Videos of the fair are being offered in the "Modern Reference" section 
One tape documents the Florida Pavilion. 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 354 - Imperial Knife Company Salesman Sample Kit. This incredible assembly of material 
includes the vinyl case, marked in gold letters "Imperial" inside a crown on the cover. Unzip the case 
to reveal inside 3 vinyl pages that have elastics holding in 9 different World's Fair knives. Included 
are also 8 knives on the original card and one nail clipper in its original box that was part of this 
sample kit (all samples fit inside the kit). There is also a one page flyer showing the "Official New 
York World's Fair Souvenirs by Imperial" picturing 9 of their products. In total there are 17 different 
souvenir knives, 1 nail clipper, the flyer and the vinyl case. Size: The knives are various sizes from 1 
1/2" long to 5 1/2" long (this is also a letter opener). Condition: The souvenirs are all Near Mint with 
a few spots on the cards and some writing on the cards (item numbers and prices). The case is Very 
Fine with some marks and yellowing tape holding down a typed piece of paper that states "World's 
Fair Samples -- Save for Historical Reasons". This is a fabulous collection that would make a 
statement in anyone's collection. 
Estimate: $ 400 - $ 600 

$ 200 

 

Lot # 355 - Enameled Map of the fairgrounds. The outline of each pavilion, along with the name of 
the pavilion is pictured on the map. The "Bell Telephone" pavilion has the corporate logo on the 
building. The map also shows the location of all the "Family Phone Booths" located around the 
fairgrounds. (Family phone booths were small buildings where everyone would sit inside and talk on 
a speaker phone. There were 9 located throughout the fairgrounds.) The map is a sign and it is 
marked "Property of New York Telephone Co." I believe that this map hung at the Bell Telephone 
pavilion during the fair. The map also shows the entrances to the fair. The name of each street is 
clearly displayed. A very rare and unusual piece from the fair. The enamel is on a heavy metal 
backing. The colors are yellow, blue, white, black and red. Size: 19 7/8" wide by 21 3/4" high. 
Condition: The map area is Excellent, but the edges have damage. The top left is bent forward and 
the enamel is chipped off. The left side has some enamel chipped off. There is also a slight curving 
to the sign (will lay flat if you attach to a wall). 
Estimate: $ 200 - $ 300 

$ 75 



 

Lot # 356 - 6 foot long Cloth Banner in blue, orange and white with the Unisphere along with 
"1964", "1965", "New York", "World's Fair" at the top. The top has two grommets for hanging and 2 
labels. One label contains copyright information and the other has "The name Annin Guarantees 
Quality" and "Reliance 100% cotton, Defiance Fast Colors" written on it. The Annin Company was 
located in Verona, NJ and was the largest flag producer in the 1960s. The consignor said this hung at 
the fair. Size: 6' 2 1/2" long by 18 3/4" wide. Condition: Very Fine, it is dirty from hanging outside.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150 

$ 50 

 

Lot # 357 - Pocketbook picturing the "Philippines" pavilion made of woven straw with dyed straw 
sewn on one side making the picture. At the top is "1964-65" with "New York" on the left and 
"World's Fair" on the right. There is a straw clasp that goes over a round wooden piece at top to 
close the bag. There is one pocket inside the bag. This pocketbook is one of the nicest '64 WF 
souvenirs I have ever had the pleasure to offer for sale and is quite rare. Size: 15 1/2" wide by 13 
1/2" high (to top of handle). Condition: Would be Excellent, except for the brown spot at the bottom 
of the front. 
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100 

$ 25 

 

Lot # 358 - A bobble head Unisphere in the original box. It is blue and white with a map of the 
world embossed and the 3 rings of the Unisphere on it. The base is blue and is marked "1964 - New 
York World's Fair - 1965". The box has a label "New York World's Fair 1964 -1965 Unisphere with 
Bobbing Action" with a picture of the Unisphere in the center. I have never taken the bobble head 
out of the box. Size: Box is 4 1/8" wide by 4" deep by 4 3/4" high. Bobbing Unisphere is 4 1/2" tall 
by 3 1/4" diameter at the base. Condition: Bobble Head is Mint. Box is Extremely Fine with a little 
browning from age and the orange on the label is a bit faded. 
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 359 - Turquoise Vinyl Belt with Orange and blue decorations including the Unisphere, 
"World's Fair", Peter and Wendy and in black "New York" and "1964-1965" along with stars, 
pennants and a copyright statement. Size: 33 5/8" long by 1 1/2" wide. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45 

$ 15 

 

Lot # 360 - "Radio Flyer" Toy Wagon with a decal "HGT House of Good Taste New York World's 
Fair", "Radio Steel & Mfg. Co. Chicago". Size: the wagon's top is 3 7/8" long (it is 7" long when the 
pull is fully extended) by 1 15/16" wide by 1 5/8" high. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50 

$ 18 

 

Lot # 361 - "Daily Dime Register Bank" on original merchandising card. The bank registers the day 
of the week and amount inserted, holds 50 dimes. The bank pictures the Unisphere on front with 
"1964-1965", "New York World's Fair" written across the front. The bank is lithographed tin in 
orange, white, blue, yellow and black. Size: Card: 5 1/8" x 3 1/16. Bank:2 5/8" by 2 5/8" x 5/8" 
thick. Condition: Bank is Extremely Fine with a couple of light scratches. The card is Fine, faded, 
soiled and has a crease down the right side. 
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 



 

Lot # 362 - Unopened "Jigsaw Puzzle" with over "750 interlocking pieces" creates an aerial view of 
the fair grounds with the Unisphere in the center and the picture is 19" by 20 1/2" plus it contains a 
"Brochure of Interesting Facts about the Fair". Size of Box: 11 1/4" wide by 9 7/8" by 2 1/4" thick. 
Condition: Box is Extremely Fine with the top a little pressed in. The puzzle should be mint since 
the box is unopened. 
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45 

$ 15 

 

Lot # 363 - From the "Office of the Chief Engineer", "New York World's Fair 1964-1965 
Corporation", the "Guide for Exhibitors and their Agents In Procuring Fair Corporation Approval 
Under the Building Code and Related Rules and Regulations", issued "24th July 1961". This is a 23 
page stapled document. This lot includes 23 "Advisory Engineering Memorandum" that were sent 
out subsequent to this document to either update the information or to clarify it. The Advisories are 
numbered 2 through 30 with numbers 1, 13, 25, 26 not included. Advisory # 27 includes the Scott 
Paper Products catalog that shows the items that must be used at the fair. Advisory 17 includes 
"American Standard Specification for Making Buildings and Facilities Accessible to, and usable by, 
the Physically Handicapped". This collection came from a plumbing contractor in New York City 
who installed the plumbing in several buildings at the fair including IBM and 7UP. Size: Each page 
is 8/12" wide by 11" high. The Scott booklet is a little larger. Condition: Very Fine overall, they are 
nice and clean, but show some wear from usage. Remember, these were the contractors working 
versions of these important documents. 
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100 

$ 25 

 

Lot # 364 - Sheet Music to Disney's "There's A Great Big Beautiful Tomorrow !" from the GE 
Pavilion, "© 1963 Wonderland Music Company, Inc." This is a single page with the notes and words 
to the theme sogn from the GE pavilion. "GE Project Prod. 0022_01_036_09_06" is also printed on 
the page. Size: 8 1/2" wide by 11" high. Condition: Mint. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 365 - Program to the "New York World's Fair", "Official Opening", "April 22, 1964". The 
cover has an embossed Unisphere in the center. Inside the program lists the dignitaries who will 
speaking including Robert Moses (President of the fair), Mayor Wagner, Governor Rockefeller, 
President Johnson, former President Truman and others. Two full pages of "Executive Committees" 
and "Directors" names. The "Administration", "Consultants" and "Commissioners" take the next 2 
pages. Two pages of "Exhibits and Concessions" and "Commissioners General". Size: 8 1/2" wide 
by 11" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, a few light marks. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 366 - "Twins Weather Card". Peter and Wendy are holding balloons that besides picturing the 
Unisphere in the center, that change color to indicate the weather. There is a little poem that 
explains. On the back, the card is referred to as a "hygroscope". There is a small series of these and 
this is "#WF2". Size: 3 1/2" wide by 6" high. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 367 - Miniature plastic license plate with hole through one side for attachment to key chain. 
The license plate is black with orange writing and a red printed registration sticker to the left. The 
center has orange text "898-NT", "NY World's Fair 64". The back side has impressed into the plastic 
"Postage Guaranteed", "Finder Deposit Any Mailbox", "Disabled American Veterans", "National 
Headquarters", "Cincinnati 13, Ohio". Usually these have a metal rim, the plastic seems to be a bit 
unusual. Size: 1 7/16" wide by 9/16" Condition: Very Fine with slight wear to the orange lettering. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 368 - "21 View-Master Stereo Pictures", "General Tour", "New York World's Fair 1964-
1965". The envelope pictures the Unisphere. Inside are 3 reels, each with 7 pictures that show a total 
of 21 stereo color views of the Fair. The Packet number is "A671". The back of the envelope lists all 
21 pictures (they are listed on the reel too). Size: 4 1/2" square. Condition: The images on the view 
reels themselves are Excellent, however there is a little bubbling of the paper surface. The outer 
envelope is Very Fine with a few creases and browning of the edges. Each reel is supposed to have 
its own inside envelope, only one of these envelopes is present. 
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18 

$ 6 



 

Lot # 369 - "21 View-Master Stereo Pictures", "Transportation Area", "New York World's Fair 
1964-1965". The envelope pictures the Port Authority Heliport. This is "Packet No. A676". Inside 
are 3 reels, each with 7 pictures that show a total of 21 stereo color views of various exterior and 
interior scenes of the Transportation Area.. The back of the envelope lists all 21 pictures (they are 
listed on the reel too). Size: 4 1/2" square. Condition: Very Fine, the pictures are bright, clear with 
true colors, the disks have a few bumps in the surface. Each reel is supposed to have its own inside 
envelope, only one of these envelopes is present. 
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18 

$ 6 

 

Lot # 370 - Sterling Silver Necklace with a Sterling Silver Spinner Pendant. The pendant has the 
Unisphere on one side and "NEW", "World's Fair", "York" along with "© 1961 NYWF" on the other 
side. The necklace, and both parts of spinner are marked Sterling. Size: The spinner is 5/8" wide by 
5/8" high. The necklace is 18 1/2" long. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45 

$ 18 

 

Lot # 371 - Ceramic Bank in the shape of the Unisphere. Base marked "1964-New York World's 
Fair-1965". The rings are gold, the Unisphere support is silver color and there are little gold spots all 
over the globe. Bottom is missing the original rubber plug. Size: 5" tall, 4" diameter at the base. 
Condition: Extremely Fine, a little of the gold on letter 'k' is missing, and the rubber stopper is 
missing. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 372 - Fan in the original box. "New York World's Fair Fan" pictures the Unisphere on the blue 
and orange box. The fan is white plastic with filigree ends. The picture on the fan is the Unisphere 
surrounded by 2 fountains. Above is written "New York World's Fair 1964-1965". There is a blue 
tassel hanging from the bottom of the fan. Size: Box is 7" by 1" by 3/4". Fan is 12 1/2" wide by 7" 
high. Condition: Fan is Excellent. Box is Extremely Fine. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 373 - A brass dish from the "Korean Pavilion" with 12 images of animals (the different years) 
around the edge. It is also marked "World's Fair". Size: 4 3/16" diameter. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 374 - Cigarette Lighter with multicolor Plastic around it picturing the Unisphere with "New 
York World's Fair" written above. Both sides have the same picture. Made by Vulcan. Size: 2 1/8" 
wide by 1 13/16" tall by 3/8" thick. Condition: Very Good. One side has foxing on the sides and the 
other has wrinkles and light foxing throughout. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 375 - Matchbook from "Jul's Smorgasbord Cocktail Lounge" in the "Minnesota Pavilion 
World's Fair - New York". The matches are also printed on "Smorgasbord", "Food in Abundance". 
Size: 2" wide by 1 15/16". Condition: Extremely Fine, one match was removed but not struck on the 
striker. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 376 - Metal Cigarette Box with "New York World's Fair" across the top. 6 pavilions plus the 
Unisphere are etched into the front. Size: 2 1/4" wide by 15/16" deep by 3 1/2" tall. Condition: Fine, 
some spotting on the surface. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 



 

Lot # 377 - Metal Note Pad with "New York World's Fair" written across the top and picturing the 
Unisphere, "Heliport", "U.S. Pavilion", "Tower of Light", "Swiss Sky Ride", "Monorail" and "Santa 
Maria". Inside more than half the original paper remains. Size: 3 1/2" wide by 5 3/8" high. 
Condition: Very Good, wear and discoloration to the top. Pad is browning and pages are missing. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 378 - Wallet with coin holder inside. On the outside of the wallet are Peter and Wendy with 
the Unisphere, fireworks and more in the background and "World's Fair", "© New York 1964-1965 
Official Souvenir". Inside is a place for bills and runners to store your change. Size: closed: 4 1/2" 
by 3". Condition: Very Fine, the outside is a little soiled, should clean with soap and water. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 379 - Black glass ashtray with blue, white and gold printing showing the "General Motors 
'FUTURAMA', New York World's Fair 1964-1965". The Unisphere is pictured in the bottom left 
corner. Made by Houze Art, Pt. Marion, PA. Size: 3 15/16" wide by 4 3/4" high. Condition: 
Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 380 - China plate with multicolor picture of the "Unisphere" in the center surrounded by 
(clockwise from top) "Monorail", "Hawaii", "Electric Power and Light", "Pool of Industry", "Swiss 
Sky Ride", "Federal Building", "Spain" and "Thailand". At the top is "1964 - New York World's Fair 
- 1965". There is gold trim around the edge, a string on the back for hanging and the original label 
on the bottom. Size: 4 1/2" diameter. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 381 - Blue, orange, black and white pin back button picturing the "Unisphere" with "New 
York World's Fair" written around the top, "Peace Through Understanding" around the bottom with 
"1964" to the left and "1965" to the right. Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Near Mint. 
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18 

$ 6 

 

Lot # 382 - Metal lithographed fold over tab pin "I Have Seen The Future", "General Motors 
Futurama". This pin was given to everyone who road the GM ride at the fair. Size: 1 1/2" wide by 1 
5/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, the tab top was bent for wearing and straightened out. 
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8 

$ 2 

 

Lot # 383 - Cardboard Badge from the "Chrysler Corporation" pavilion. The badge is in the shape of 
a hand with large "V.I.P." in the center with "Very Important Person" above and "New York World's 
Fair" below. There is a pin glued on the back, as made. Size: 3 1/8" wide by 3 7/8" high. Condition: 
Very Good, some surface wear and a stain at the bottom. 
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 384 - Fold down tab button for "UNICEF", "New York World's Fair 1964-65" with the 
UNICEF logo in the center. Printed in blue on a white background. Size: 1 13/16" long by 1 1/8" 
wide. Condition: Fine, wear, mostly on edges. 
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3 

$ 1 



 

Lot # 385 - "Festival of Gas" fold over tab pin with the gas design. Size: 1" wide by 2" high. 
Condition: Very Fine with a few light scratchs. 
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8 

$ 2 

 

Lot # 386 - Tin Coaster with a multicolor image of the Unisphere in the center with "New York 
World's Fair" printed below. Size: 4 1/16" diameter by 5/8" deep. Condition: Very Fine, light stain 
on inside bottom edge at 7 o'clock. 
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 387 - Pair of Matching First Day Covers, one large and one standard size. Each cover has the 
same cache that pictures the Masonic Pavilion in front of the Unisphere with the World's Fair stamp 
that is postmarked "First Day of Issue", "World's Fair Apr 22 1964 N.Y." The large one has 
"Honoring all Masons Throughout the World" and "Sponsored by the Masonic Stamp Club of New 
York". The small envelope has "Brotherhood the Hope for World Peace". Size: Large: 9" wide by 6" 
high. Small: 6 1/2" wide by 3 5/8" high. Condition: Large is Extremely Fine with a little corner 
damage. Small is Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 388 - First Day of Issue Cachet Cover with official Postage Stamp for the fair. The picture is 
of the "United States" Building with inset pictures of Presidents Washington and Johnson. Above is 
"First Day of Issue". Below is a description of the U.S. Pavilion with "World's Fair Postage Stamp" 
and "1964" below. The cover was made by "Art Craft". Size: 6 1/2" wide by 3 11/16" high. 
Condition: Extremely Fine, it was probably sent through the mail since it has an address on it. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 389 - First Day cover with cache by "Boerger". The cache features "First Day of Issue" at the 
top with the Unisphere and "1964", "1965", and "New York World's Fair" above. The postmark is 
over a block of 4 Official World's Fair Commemorative Stamp. The post mark is "World's Fair Apr 
22 1964 N.Y." with "First Day of Issue" in the cancellation. The cover was never mailed. Size: 6 
1/2" wide by 3 3/4" high. Condition: Near Mint. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 390 - Black and White Photograph of the "State of Florida Exhibit", "World's Fair Flushing, 
New York" picturing the building and identifying "George A. Fuller Company" as the "Builders" 
and the Architects too. Size: 11" wide by 8 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine, there is a 1/4" tear at the 
top that does not go into the field. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 391 - Black and White Aerial Photograph of the entire fairgrounds from the Shea Stadium side 
(stadium is not in the picture). The photo was taken by ""Thomas Airviews" "Bayside, N.Y. 11361". 
(Zip codes were new in 1964.) This picture is marked "#2" & "65". Size: 10" wide by 8 1/8" high. 
Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 392 - Black and White Photograph of the inside of the Floirda Pavilion showing people 
waiting in line for the "Free Ride in to Orbit" in the "Palm Beach County" exhibit area. There is a 
description of the picture attached to the back. Size: 10" wide by 8" high. Condition: Extremely 
Fine, a little creasing in the bottom right corner, not near the field. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 393 - 3 small color photographs of the fair. Two of the photos are the full model of the 
fairgrounds taken inside the American Express pavilion at the fair. The third picture is the view past 
the United States pavilion showing Shea Stadium in the background. To the right is the end of the 
Singer Bowl. All three photos are dated "Sep 65". Size:3 1/2" by 2 1/2". Condition: The exposure on 
the inside pictures is not the best (and one is a little shaken). The Shea picture is Extremely Fine. 
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3 

$ 1 



 

Lot # 394 - Unused bag from souvenir stand. This bag is a #8 size. It picture the Unisphere in blue 
with blue and orange buildings and fireworks in the background. Above is "Come to the Fair !". 
Below is "1964/65 New York World's Fair" with the usual copyright in small letters. Size: 8 1/2" 
wide by 11 1/2" high. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 395 - ID Bracelet with blue and orange enameled Unisphere Logo with (written around the 
image) "1964 New York World's Fair 1965", "Peace Through Understanding". Size: 7 3/ 4" long by 
7/16" wide (the area for the name to be etched). Condition: Extremely Fine with a tiny scratch and 
light wear. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 396 - Silver-colored metal tie clip, round ornament with raised plastic cover over a white 
interior with a gold Unisphere with genuine butterfly wings behind the Unisphere. Size: Overall is 
7/8" long and the center ornament is 5/89" diameter. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 397 - Child's Ticket number "B 696898". Admit one Child at Fair Gate", "Non-refundable $ 
1.00", "New York Worlds Fair 1964 1965" printed in orange and blue on a white background. The 
back pictures lines of small blue Unispheres. Size: 3 1/2" wide by 2 7/16" high. Condition: Mint. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 398 - Ticket Stub from Opening Day of the fair for "Dick Sutton's Ice-Travaganza", dated 
"Wed. April 22, 1964". This ticket will let you sit in "Sec. 6" and the show time is "9:00 P.M." 
Opening Day is hard to find. Size: 2 3/16" wide by 1 3/4" high. Condition: Very Fine, it has a bend 
on a corner and of course it is only half a ticket. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 399 - Admission Ticket to the "IBM Pavilion 'The Information Machine', "Admit One, 
Admission Free", good for "Monday September 6", "3:45 pm". "IBM" printed inside an egg that is 
inside "New York World's Fair" in a circle. This is printed in black on a green and white computer 
punch card that even has the holes punched into it. Size: 7 3/8" wide by 3 1/4" high. Condition: 
Mint. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 400 - "Zenith World's Fair Visitor's Map" with the Unisphere, other buildings and fireworks 
on the cover. Inside is a picture of the Zenith Color TV Console and the electronics board that sits 
inside, a map of Manhattan with the Zenith showrrom circled in red and a map of the fairgrounds. 
Size: Closed: 2 11/16" wide by 6 5/16" high. Open: 12 1/2" high by 16 7/8" wide. Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 401 - Map from "First National City Bank" (now Citibank), "A Guide to Manhattan and map 
of the World's Fair with map of the rapid transit facilities" (the subway). When open, one side shows 
the map of the fair grounds with color photos of a few of the featured buildings, the other side shows 
a map of the streets of Manhattan with a small map in the corner of the subways in New York City. 
Size: Closed: 4 1/8" wide by 9" high. Open 32 3/4" wide by 18" high. Condition: Near Mint. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 



 

Lot # 402 - "Gulf" oil company "Tourgide (sic) Map", "1964-1965 New York World's Fair". The 
cover pictures a family in front of some pavilions. Inside are maps of the fairgrounds, the "Rapid 
Transit System" and the Tri-state area highways leading to the fairgrounds. Size: Closed: 4 3/16" 
wide by 9" high. Condition: Mint (I did not open the map completely, I just peaked in the folds to 
see what was there.) 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 403 - 1965 Greyhound Bus Map of Fairgrounds. "How to see the New York World's Fair 
Quickly Comfortably Completely 1965". As stated on the back cover, this folder shows "Routes 
Transportation and tours within the fair grounds" "Go Greyhound...and leave the driving to us" with 
Unisphere on back cover. Inside pictures 6 maps of the different bus routes and a list of all the 
exhibits. Size closed: 3 3/4 inches wide by 6 3/4 inches tall. Size open: 14 1/2 inches wide by 19 7/8 
inches high. Condition: Mint. 
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 404 - "Balance Sheet as of October 31, 1965", "Statement of Operations from April 22, 1964 
to October 17, 1965 (including all income and expenses from inception to ultimate dissolution)". 
This report covers the time from the opening to the closing of the fair. The report is also marked 
"New York World's Fair 1964-1965 Corporation". Inside are 7 pages of numbers and notes. Size: 8 
1/2" wide by 11" high. Condition: Fine, there is some writing on the cover and some light stains. The 
pages have a few creases. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 

 

Lot # 405 - "Daily Turnstile Count 1964 Season", 6 pages of the date and the attendance with 
weekly totals. This was mailed to me by the World's Fair Corp. when I was young, but I now notice 
that there is no marking on it to indicate that it is from the fair. Size: Each page is 8 1/2" wide by 11" 
high. Condition: Near Mint (folder in thirds when it was mailed to me in 1965). 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 406 - Booklet "Your Guide to the House of Good Taste", "HGT", "at the New York World's 
Fair 1964-1965". 32 pages, including the covers, that list each home and all the suppliers of the 
items you see in the home, listed by room, from the cabinets and counter tops to "Uncle Ben's Rice" 
which must have been on one of the counters. In the back you can cut out a coupon and put your 
contact information for any of 12 listed products. There are also some advertisements. Size: 5 3/8" 
wide by 8 7/16" high. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 407 - Booklet for the "Dedication of the Florida Citrus Tower at the New York World's Fair 
1964 - 1965", "June 24, 1963". The cover has a picture of the two rotundas and the citrus tower. 
Inside this8 page booklet is information about the dedication along with pictures of "Farris Bryant, 
Governor of Florida, Brenda Sue Scarborough, Florida Citrus Queen" (she is in a one piece bathing 
suit), Robert Moses and Guy Lombardo. There is a list of all the 27 Commissioners and Committee 
members for the Florida Pavilion. On the back cover is a map of the fairgrounds with the Florida 
Pavilion location highlighted. Size: 7 7/8" wide by 5 1/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, there 
area couple of light brown stains inside (otherwise would be near mint). 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 



 

Lot # 408 - Folder for Disney's GE Pavilion, "Your Tour of Progressland", "A Walt Disney 
Presentation 1964-65 New York world's Fair". Inside it describes the "Carousel of Progress" and the 
"Skydome Spectacular and Fusion Demonstration". On the back they describe "Medallion City", 
where they show their appliances. Size: Closed: 4" wide by 9 3/16" wide. Condition: Mint. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 409 - "Daily Program of Events" for "Thursday, September 9, 1965". This double sided single 
sheet of paper lists all the events and times at the fair on that day. It was "Issued by Information 
Service, Phone: WF 4-2381-4". There is a poorly printed Unishpere in the upper left corner with the 
copyright and at the top is "38 Days to Closing October 17". Size: 8 1/2" wide by 11" high. 
Condition: Near Mint. 
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8 

$ 2 

 

Lot # 410 - Folder "Your guide to the General Motors Futurama New York World's Fair 1964-65" 
with a picture of the GM Building on the cover. Inside is a floor plan of the building with a legend. 
There is a write up of the creation of the exhibits and what you will see. Size: Closed is 3 5/8" wide 
by 8 9/16" high. Opens to 10 3/4" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine. 
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 2 

 

Lot # 411 - Folder "Picturetaking at The Fair", "For Miniature and other advanced cameras" from 
Kodak, with the Unisphere pictured on the cover. The folder opens to 3 sections with the right side 
having a slide that indicates the setting for your camera, based on the lighting conditions and the 
film you are using which includes Kodachrome II, Kodachrome X, Ektachrome X, Kodacolor X, 
Verichrome, Tri-X and Movie Kodachrome II. There are also drawings of some fair buildings along 
with a layout of the fairgrounds. Size: Closed: 3 3/4" wide by 6 1/2" high. Opens to 11" wide. 
Condition: Mint. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 412 - Folder for "The Asea High-Voltage Powerama", the exhibit in the Swedish Pavilion. The 
folder opens to 6 sides on each side. Size: Closed: 3 7/8" wide by 9" high. Open: 21" wide by 9" 
high. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10 

$ 2 

 

Lot # 413 - Folder for "Dupont Presents Wonderful World Of Chemistry". This folder open to 3 
panels and gives a brief overview of the 2 shows that you see along with all the cast members and 
the production staff. There is also a brief history of the company. Size: Closed: 4" wide by 9" high. 
Open: 11 15/16" wide by 9" high. Condition: Mint. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 



 

Lot # 414 - Folder, "Family Fun at the Fair" picturing "The Thrilling Log Flume" on the cover. 
Inside it has picture and tells how "A family of 4 spent an exciting day for only $ 7.46 - including 
lunch and dinner". Size: Closed: 3 9/16" wide by 8 3/8" high. Opens to 7 1/8" wide. Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 415 - Postcard folder, "14 Official Views World's Fair New York 1964-1965" with the 
Unisphere, Rocket Thrower, fountains and Sky Ride pictured on the cover. The back cover pictures 
the "GM Futurama" at night. When open it shows 12 color photographs of the buildings, exhibits 
and statues at the fair. Size: Closed: 6" wide by 4 1/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with a little 
creasing and wear on the edges. The folder is unused. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 416 - Large Sized color photo postcard picturing "Unisphere" (marked on back), "New York 
World's Fair 1964-1965". Marked on the back is "Official World's Fair Post Cards by Dexter, West 
Nyack, N.Y." On the back is also the number "DT-87425-B" Size: 9" wide by 6" high. Condition: 
Very Fine, a little corner damage. 
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 417 - Large Sized color photo postcard picturing (marked on back) "Swiss Sky Ride", "New 
York World's Fair". Postcard was made by "Dexter Press Inc." "© 1964, NYWF 1964-1965 
Corporation" S The card number is "87309-B" Size: 8 15/16" wide by 6" high. Condition: Fine, a 
little damage to the corners and the bottom right edge. 
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 418 - Postcard with Color Photo (marked on back) "The Kodak Pavilion", "At The World's 
Fair, N.Y.C." The picture shows the lunar surface shaped building with a large picture of Emmett 
Kelly Jr. in their giant slide display at top. Published by "Plastichrome" it is marked "An Unofficial 
Reproduction" and is numbered "WF434". Size: 5 7/16" high by 3 7/16" wide. Condition: Unused 
and Fine, light edge damage to left side and bottom and upper right corner. 
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 419 - Postcard "Kennedy Circle Looking Southwest At the World's Fair, N.Y.C." (marked on 
back). Published by "Plastichrome" it is marked "An Unofficial Reproduction" and is numbered 
"WF409". Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 7/16" high. Condition: Unused and Very Fine, a little damage to 
the corners. 
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 420 - Postcard of a "Scene of the American-Israel Pavilion" (marked on back), "New York 
World's Fair 1964-1965", "Published by American-Israel World's Fair Corp." The card pictures 
"Reciting the Law". This card was "made by Dexter Press" and is numbered "88300-B". Size: 3 1/2" 
high by 5 1/2" wide. Condition: Unused and Very Fine, a little damage to the corners. 
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 421 - Postcard with color photo-image of (marked on back) "The Port of New York Authority 
Heliport and Exhibit Building", "New York World's Fair 1964-1965" with the "Unisphere" logo. 
Pictures the Unisphere in a box at top right. Pictures a helicopter landing on the building. The edge 
is serrated. Made by Dexter with number "DT-87418-B" Size: 3 7/16" wide by 5 7/16" high. 
Condition: Unused and Very Fine, a little corner damage. 
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 422 - Postcard with color photo-image of (marked on back) "Solar Fountain", "New York 
World's Fair 1964-1965" with the "Unisphere" logo. Pictures the Unisphere in a box at top right. The 
fountain is running with the Pepsi building in the rear right. The edge is serrated. Made by Dexter 
with number "DT-87414-B" Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 7/16" high. Condition: Unused and Very Fine, a 
little corner damage and a small light spot on the back. 
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5 

$ 1 



 

Lot # 423 - Postcard with Color Photo picturing (marked on back) "General Electric Pavilion", "New 
York World's Fair 1964 - 1965". On the front is an Insert of the Unisphere in upper left hand corner. 
The Escorter, private passenger vehicle on the fair grounds is pictured in the foreground. "Official" 
Postcard made by "Dexter Press" number in small letters in back is "DT-87184-B". Size: 5 1/2" wide 
by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Unused and Extremely Fine. 
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 424 - Postcard with a color photo of the "Chrysler Corporation Exhibit New York World's Fair 
1964-1965" (marked on back). The Unisphere is pictured in an insert in the upper left corner. The 
edges are serrated. "Official World's Fair Post Cards by Dexter" numbered in small letters "DT-
86856-B". Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 7/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine and unused.~ 
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 425 - Unused Postcard with a color photo of (marked on back) "United States Pavilion", "New 
York World's Fair 1964-1965". Marked on the back is "Official World's Fair Post Cards by Dexter, 
West Nyack, N.Y." This is a front view of The United States Building with the Unisphere in an inset 
at top right. The number on the card is "DT-86864-B". Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: 
Excellent and unused. 
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 426 - Unused Postcard with an architectural rendering of (marked on back) "The DuPont 
Pavilion", "New York World's Fair 1964-1965", "Wonderful World of Chemistry". Marked on the 
back "Official World's Fair Cards by Dexter Dist. By Manhattan Post Card Pub. Co., Inc. 913 
Bdwy., N.Y.C." The edge of the card is serrated. The cards number is "80424-B". Size: 5 7/16" wide 
by 3 7/16" high. Condition: Excellent and unused. 
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 427 - Unused Postcard with a color photo of (marked on back) "Thailand Pavilion", "New 
York World's Fair 1964-1965". Marked on the back "Official World's Fair Cards by Dexter Dist. By 
Manhattan Post Card Pub. Co., Inc. 913 Bdwy., N.Y.C." The Unisphere is pictured in an insert in the 
upper left corner. The cards number is "DT-86859-B". Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 7/16" high. 
Condition: Excellent and unused. 
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 428 - Unused Postcard with a color photo of (marked on back) "Westinghouse Time Capsule", 
"New York World's Fair 1964-1965". Marked on the back is "Official World's Fair Post Cards by 
Dexter, West Nyack, N.Y." This shows the three towers of the Westinghouse pavilion with the side 
of the GM building in the background. The Unisphere in an inset at bottom right. The number on the 
card is "DT-88528-B". Size: 5 7/16" high by 3 1/2" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine and unused, 
slight damage to 2 corners. 
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5 

$ 1 

 
Category: Expo 67 - Montreal (429 to 435) 

 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 429 - "21 View-Master" "Stereo Pictures", "General Tour", "Expo67". The envelope pictures 
the Canadian Pavilion. Inside are 3 reels, each with 7 pictures that show a total of 21 stereo color 
views of the Fair. The back of the envelope lists all 21 pictures (they are listed on the reels too). This 
is an unopened package. All the writing on the envelope is in English and French. Size: 4 1/2" 
square. Condition: Mint in unopened package. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 430 - Dinner Plate from the "S. S. South American Great Lake Cruises" picturing the Canadian 
and American Flags in the center with "Expo '67" printed at the bottom. Around the boarder is blue 
with Gold decorations. The printing in the center is gold with black shadow. The flags are red and 
white and red, white and blue. The plate was made by "Edward Dot & Company" and the plate is 
"Ovenproof". A rare plate. Size: 10 7/8" diameter. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45 

$ 17 



 

Lot # 431 - Booklet for "Union of Soviet Socialist Republic", "USSR", "1917", "1967" with a 
picture of their pavilion on the cover. Inside are pictures of industrial and farm equipment, statistics 
showing the growth of consumer products, political information and much more. Size: 8 3/8" wide 
by 8 1/2" high with 48 pages. Condition: Extremely Fine, slight damage to bottom right corner. 
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10 

$ 2 

 

Lot # 432 - Large envelope that was mailed by the "Canadian Corporation for the 1967 World 
Exhibition" to me in 1965. Size: 15" wide by 9 1/4" high. Condition: Good, it has been used opened 
and has many edge tears. 
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 433 - "Last Day" Cover with Cache with the official Expo Stamp postmarked "Expo 67", "29 
X 1967", "Montreal Canada", the logo and "Pavillon Canada Pavilion". The cache pictures many 
modes of transportation" with "Transport Souvenir Expo 67". This has an address on it and was 
probably mailed. Size: 6 1/2" wide by 3 5/8" high. Condition: Near Mint. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 434 - 30 page document titled "Basis Expo Speech" "From Speakers' Bureau Information 
Services Expo 67". This is a speech prepared by the Expo marketing team to be given (and they 
suggest "in conjunction with a site map") to investors, prospective exhibitors and groups planning on 
touring the fair. The speech gives a tour of the grounds, pavilions, transportation, the urban planning 
theme and more. You can't read this speech and not feel that you have learned important information 
about Expo 67 and the whole process of throwing a World's Fair. Size: 8 1/2" wide by 11" high. 
Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 435 - Unused Official Color Postcard showing photographic image of "The Pavilion of Japan" 
(marked on back). "Expo67" with the logo is pictured in the upper right hand corner. Size: 5 7/16" 
wide by 3 7/16" high. Condition: Very Fine, a little corner damage upper left corner. 
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5 

$ 1 

 
Category: 1970, Japan World Exposition Osaka, Expo '70 (436 to 437) 

 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 436 - Set of 7 Official Postage Stamps issued by "Paraguay". Each stamp pictures an oriental 
scene and has "Expo 70 Osaka" with the fair's logo printed on it. The denominations are .10, .15, .20, 
.25, .30, .50 and .75. Size: Each stamp is 1 9/16" wide by 2" high. Condition: Mint and never hinged.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10 

$ 2 

 

Lot # 437 - Unused Postcard with multicolor picture of the "Rainbow Tower Pavilion" with the 
Monorail in the foreground. Size: 4 1/8" wide by 5 7/8' high. Condition: Fine with a little corner 
damage. 
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5 

$ 1 

Category: 1982 World's Fair Knoxville (438 to 441) 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 438 - Pocket Watch with the letters "WORLDSFAIR82" around the dial in place of the hour 
numbers. In the center is the logo with "Energy", "Turns the World" and "USA". There is a second 
hand at the bottom. The watch works. Size: 2" diameter. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 



 

Lot # 439 - Collins Hand Colored Cache "First Day of Issue" cover. The cache pictures an oil 
drilling barge with "Knoxville World's Fair" to the right. At top is "Official First Day of Issue April 
29, 1982". The cover has all four Official Commemorative Postage Stamps with 2 cancellations. 
One cancellation has "First Day of Issue" and a "Knoxville" and the other 2 have an "Oil City, PA" 
postmark, both are April 29. The cover is not addressed and was never mailed. Size: 6 1/2" wide by 
3 5/8" high. Condition: Excellent. On the back is a little red from the cancellation on the cover below 
(I assume as they were postmarked in PA they were stacked and a little of the red ink was still wet).
Estimate: $ 18 - $ 25 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 440 - Folder issued by the "United States Postal Service" with the Official block of 4 different 
US Postage stamps issued for the fair cancelled "First Day of Issue", "Knoxville, TN Apr 29 1982 
37901". The inside cover shows the "Previous World's Fairs and Expositions Depicted on U.S. 
Stamps". Size: Closed: 7 3/4" wide by 10 3/8" high. Condition: Excellent, minor corner crease. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 441 - Wallet with picture of Sunsphere in front of red, orange and yellow rainbow, with "The 
1982 World's Fair", "Knoxville, Tennessee" around it. Inside the wallet is a place for bills, change 
and plastic sleeves for pictures and credit cards. The wallet snaps closed. Size: Open: 8 3/4" wide by 
3 3/16". Closed: 4 5/8" wide. Condition: Near Mint. 
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8 

$ 2 

 
Category: 1984 Louisiana World Exposition (442 to 444) 

 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 442 - Souvenir sheet with US Postage stamp cancelled "First Day of Issue", "New Orleans, LA 
May 11 1984", "70113". The sheet has the stamp's specifications at the top with "Louisiana World 
Exposition Commemorative Stamp" in the center and below is thematic information about the fair 
and the stamps relationship to it. Size: 8" wide by 10 1/2" high. Condition: Near Mint. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 443 - Enamel Pelican pin with "World's Fair '84" written underneath. The enamel is white, 
blue and yellow. The Pelican, known as Seymore D. Fair, is holding his umbrella down. Size: 1 1/8" 
high by 3/4" wide. Condition: Mint, comes on the original card in the original plastic envelope. 
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 2 

 

Lot # 444 - Enamel Pelican pin with "World's Fair '84" written underneath. The baked enamel is 
white, blue and yellow. The Pelican, known as Seymore D. Fair, is blowing into a trumpet (New 
Orleans is known as the birthplace of Jazz). This pin is on the original card in the original plastic 
bag. Size: Pin: 1 1/8" high by 3/4" wide. Condition: Mint. 
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 2 

Category: Modern Fairs (445 to 446) 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 445 - Expo '92 Seville, Spain 
"10 ECU" specimen note from "The Pavilion of the European Community - Expo '92 - Seville". 
Beautifully engraved, "This Specimen ECU-note is sponsored by Eufiserv" ("an initiative of the 
European Savings Banks Group"). Size: 6 1/4" wide by 2 3/4" high. Condition: Mint. 
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10 

$ 1 



 

Lot # 446 - Expo 2010 Shanghai, China 
Miniature Basketball with a decal from the "Lithuania" pavilion "Expo 2010 Shanghai". To get one 
of these you had to schmooze the girl at the exit of the pavilion (my nephew talked to her in 
Mandarin, I don't know what he said, but each of us was given one of these souvenirs). Size: Aprox 
2 1/2" diameter. Condition: Near Mint in the original (unmarked) plastic bag. 
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10 

$ 2 

 
Category: Modern Reference Books and Material (447 to 455) 

 
Here we offer the World's Fair Collector an opportunity to add books containing historical information about Expositions in the past. 

These books contain perspective that can only be appreciated when looking back at these marvelous events. 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 447 - Soft Cover Book: "Crystal Palace 1851 Exhibition Illustrated Catalogue London (1851)". 
"An unabridged publication of the Art Journal Special Issue", "Over 1500 illustrations with a new 
introduction by John Gloag, F.S.A". This soft cover book has over 350 pages and was published by 
Dover Publications in 1970. This book features artifacts that were exhibited at the fair. Size: 8 1/4" 
wide by 11" high. Condition: Very Fine with a little edge and corner damage to the cover. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 448 - "Columbian World's Fair Collectibles", by Rossen and Kaduck. This is the first edition 
published in 1976 and contains pictures, descriptions and prices (1976 prices). I use this reference 
book in some of my listings. 148 pages including an index in the back. Size: 8 1/2" wide by 11" 
high. Condition: Excellent with slight wear on the spine. You don't see copies this clean in the 
marketplace. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 449 - Hard Cover Book: "Arts Decoratifs 1925", "A personal recollection of the Paris 
Exhibition" by Frank Scarlett and Marjorie Townley. The 104 pages contain pictures of exteriors, 
interiors, room decorations and much more. Most pictures are black and white, with 8 color pages. 
Size: 8 5/8" wide by 11 3/4" high. Condition: Very Fine, should be excellent except there is a torn 
color page and a stain on the inside front page. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 450 - Hard Cover Book, "L'expo 58 et le Style Atome". Published in 1983, this 128 page book 
completely written in French contains pictures and descriptions of the fair, the art that was on 
exhibit, some souvenirs, women of 1958, cars of 1958, and more. Size: 6 1/2" wide by 9 3/4" high. 
Condition: Extremely Fine, covers are a little soiled. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 451 - 8mm Movie film titled "N.Y. World's Fair 1939-40" from "A Select Film Library". This 
was probably made in the late 1950s or early 1960s. Size: The reel is 2 7/8" diameter, the box is 3 
1/4" square by 5/8" thick. Condition: The film appears to be Excellent (I do not have a projector, so I 
have not played the film). The box is Extremely Fine with light wear. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 452 - Tee Shirt from "The Queens Museum" exhibit "Dawn of a New Day". I believe it took 
place in 1989, for the 50th anniversary. The logo is worn and cracked all over. There are a couple of 
small holes in the front. It probably is a size small now. I do not have the heart to make a rag out of 
it, but I can no longer keep it. 
Estimate: $ 1 

$ 1 



 

Lot # 453 - 10 photos of the Ford exhibit, 2 are outside the ride and 8 are inside the ride. These 
prints were made in the 1970s. The images are a bit fuzzy as they were probably printed from color 
slides. Size: One is 3 1/2" square and the others are all about 5" wide by 3 3/8" high. Condition: The 
pictures are excellent and undamaged. 
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 454 - VHS Video Tape containing only videos that relate to the Florida Pavilion at the 1964 - 
1965 New York World's Fair . 

First film is about the porpoises that are in the Florida Pavilion.  

• Florida Pavilion (Black and white - no sound. Short).  
• "Florida at the Fair" "produced by the Florida Development Commission". Contains Color 

footage of fair, B&W of spokes person describing the Florida exhibit, Color footage of the 
fair with descriptions. And the Opening ceremony at the Florida Pavilion.  

• Water Ski Show.  
• "Florida Fins at the Fair", filmed at "Training for World's Fair Exhibit, Miami Seaquarium". 

It is B&W about catching and training of porpoises for the show at the Fair.  
• (Florida becomes) "#1 at the World's Fair" "produced by the Florida Development 

Commission". It starts out with Robert Moses & Gov. Burns (FL) at dedication. Then it 
goes into everything being shown at the Florida Pavilion: Porpoise show, ski show and 
more.  

• "Sunshine Highlights at the World's Fair" "produced by the Florida Development 
Commission". It's black & white and features the girls that work in the Florida Pavilion 
visiting the Alaska and Hawaii pavilions. It shows Eddie Bracken going to see the porpoise 
show. Even Johnny Carson is in this film.  

• Government meeting, held by the Governor. First part is not about fair. Then the Chairman 
of the Florida World's Fair Authority reads the financial report, Sept 1965. It is lengthy, 
then a check is handed to the Governor et al.  

• Governor makes a speech about the fair and Florida expanding their space to include the 
Amphitheatre. Film in Black and White. The Chairman of WFA and others speak. 

Many of these films have their 10 second leader before the start. Total running time about 1:55. 
Condition: The tape is Excellent with the images being nice and clear. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 455 - VSH Video Tape contains three shows: 

• "World's Fair Report" by Lowell Thomas. "New York World's Fair 1964-1965 
Corporation.". This video starts with showing the site under construction. Then a preview 
of many pavilions telling what a visitor will see when they visit the fair and showing 
architectural renderings of the finished pavilion. President Kennedy's dedication of the US 
Pavilion is included in the broadcast.. Black and White. 27 minutes.  

• "To The Fair". Follows five sets of people including some boy scouts and their day at the 
fair. Plenty of footage of the fairgrounds, with some interior shots. Color (this print is a 
little off color). 25 minutes.  

• "World's Fair" , "The Romance and Thrill of Chicago's 'Century of Progress' in Full Color", 
a "Wilding Picture Production, Inc." Footage of building, with a few minutes on the 
automobile test track outside the Chrysler building. 12 minutes. The color is faded. 

 
Condition: The tape is Excellent and plays well in the VCR. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 
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